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Public forum
explores sex
assault laws
BY K0NSTANT1NE SIMAKIS
News Editor
Over 150 members of the
inyon College community gathered
: Rosse Hall at 9 p.m. last night to the
jcuss means of preventing on-cam-- us
sexual assault. Matters of alco-s- l.
social norms, fraternities and the
aeaia were eacn aiscussea ana ae- -
;ied publicly by more than 30 stu- -
ints, administrators and members of
:e staff and faculty.
Still, the overall tone of the two--
air forum, officially entitled "How
"m We Prevent Sexual Assault at
.senyon?" might have been best ex- -
xssed via a simple question, posed
j the crowd by new Director of Count-
ing Patrick K. Gilligan, the forum's
Wtator.
"How many people here feel that
we're not making the college's sexual the
assault policy clear enough?" Gilligan
asked within the forum's first half hour,
lie response a silent but resound- -
igly instant sea of hands indicated
perhaps the most important aspects
of the forum were the matters of
spreading word, clearing up miscon- -
cejrions and raising new questions that
demand greater scrutiny.
While the conversation rifled
see FORUM, page two
We're making a list, we re
checking it twice, page 4
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Sheriff investigates alleged sexual assault
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY &
KONSTANT1NE SIMAKIS
Collegian Staff
The Knox County Sheriff's
office is investigating the sexual
assault of a Kenyon College stu-
dent by another Kenyon student
which allegedly occurred last
month, Sheriff David Barber told
Collegian Wednesday.
Barber declined to release
much information about the case,
saying that it was still under in-
vestigation. He did however say
that the alleged incident occurred
early in November and was
brought to the department's at-
tention in mid-Novemb- er by the
alleged victim's father. He also
said that no charges had been
filed yet and that no arrests had
been made.
"There's a complaint that's
been filed through the criminal
justice system," said Dean of
Students Donald Omahan, "and
College is cooperating fully
with both the Sheriff's Depart-
ment and the Prosecutor's of-
fice." Omahan was reluctant to
reveal any other details sur-
rounding the alleged assault, say-
ing that he did not want to com-
promise the investigation.
Omahan explained that cur-
rent College policy and federal
law resticted him from revealing
information about any ruling that
on the charge ofaggravated murder, thus
escaping a possible death sentence.
Blamer will be sentenced at a future hear-
ing and will face between three and 10
years in prison.
The infant Legacy Dawn Fawcett
diedonAugust 17, 1998 of severe trauma
consistent with "either being smacked
see BLAMER, page three
Local man found guilty in
manslaughter of infant
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
News Assistant
Acase involving the death ofa 17--
old infant in Gambier in the sum--
of 1998 reached a conclusion last
whenathree-judg- e panel inMount
nn found Travis C Blamer guilty
if
manslaughter. He was found not guilty
I : i vVi .t
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Fnday: Rain likely, high in Sunday: Partly cloudy, low
mid 40s. 25-3- 0, high upper 40s.
Saturday: Mostly clear, high Monday: Partly cloudy, low
the lower 40s. in mid 30s, high around 50.
P. F. Kluge the man
behind the myth, page 7
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ESTABLISHED 1856
may have been placed upon the
accused by the college's own
Judicial Board.
As reported in the Novem-
ber 11 Collegian, the United
TlS THE SEASON...
The Kenyon College Chamber Singers
Church of the Holy Spirit. Along with
Professor Emeritus Lindstrom dies
BY TOM STAMP
Director of Public Affairs
Professor Emeritus of Math-
ematics Wendell Lindstrom, a
longtime member of the Kenyon
faculty, died yesterday morning,
Dec 8, at his home in Gambier.
Lindstrom, who had been suffer-
ing from myelodysplasia and
leukemia, was seventy-tw- o.
A specialist in abstract alge-
bra, Lindstrom came to the
College as an associate profes-
sor of mathematics in 1958 and
won promotion to full professor
in 1966. During the 1962-6- 3 aca-
demic year, he worked as a'
National Science Foundation Fel-
low conducting research in
commutative algebra with Pro-
fessor Abraham Seidenberg at the
University of California at Ber-
keley. Lindstrom also held
positions as a visiting scholar at
the University of Oregon and as
a visiting professor at Robert Col
Dance concert and a
capella, page 8-- 11
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States Department of Education
is in the process of trying to
change that law.
The Collegian attempted to
get a copy of the incident report
n -
warm up their voices just prior to Sunday's annual Advent Concert in the
readings from the Bible, campus musical groups performed Christmas songs.
lege in Istanbul, Turkey, during
his thirty-yea- r tenure.
In 1988, Lindstrom left the
full-tim- e faculty to become one
of the College's first Dana Early
Retirement Fellows. Also in
1988, Lindstrom was awarded
an honorary doctor of science
degree by the College in recog-
nition of his "loyalty, kindness,
and adherence to the highest
standards." The citation, com-
posed and read by his longtime
faculty colleague Robert M.
McLeod, noted, "You have
taught with a passion that a quiet
demeanor concealed from ca-
sual observers, but not from
discerning students. You in-
fected generations of them with
your own enthusiasm for math-
ematics, and especially for
algebra."
Lindstrom was a member of
the American Mathematical So-
ciety, the Mathematical
Association of America, and the
Women's b-b- all wins
last night, page 1 6
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or initial complaint from the
Knox Country Sheriff but was
unable to obtain these docu-
ments before this issue went to
press.
1 r F7T
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Eddy Eckart
Society of Sigma Xi. Among his
publications was "A Primer of
Discrete Mathematics," written
with the late Kenyon Professor
of Mathematics Daniel T.
Finkbeiner. A native of Kiron,
Iowa, and the first in his family
to attend college, Lindstrom was
a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the
University of Iowa, where he
earned his bachelor's degree, with
distinction, in 1949. He went on
to earn his master's degree in
1951 and his Ph.D. in 1953, also
from the University of Iowa.
Lindstrom then taught at Iowa
State University for five years
before joining the Kenyon fac-
ulty.
A memorial service is being
planned for Saturday, in the
Church of the Holy Spirit.. Pro-
fessor Emeritus of" Classics
William E. McCulloh will offer
the eulogy. Further details will
be announced when they have
been finalized.
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Senate continues debate over
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
News Assistant
Tuesday night's Kenyon College
Senate meeting continued the gradual
progress the body has been making
toward hammering out a revamped
sexual assault policy.
Dotty Pitts '00, the chair of the
sexual assaultharassment subcommit-
tee, informed the Senate that the sub-
committee had concluded that affirma-
tive verbal consent would be required
of both parties in a sexual situation.
The subcommittee also suggested that
the sexual harassment hearing board
be abolished in favor of having the
larger judicial board which is more
capable of investigations handle
such cases.
Much of the Senate's discussion
at the meeting in Peirce lounge cen-
tered around the various quirks of mix-
ing sex and alcohol. The senators
seemed to have reached a rough con-- .
sensus that consumption of alcohol it
Nov. 17
Nov. 17, 1:14 p.m.-Dr- ug para-
phernalia found in room at
Leonard.
Nov. 18, 6:00a. m.-Unauth- orized
entry by student into other stu-
dents' room in Caples Residence.
Nov. 18, 1:11 p.m.-Dr- ug para-
phernalia found in room at New
Apartments.
Nov. 19, 12:14 a.m.-Fal- se fire
alarm at McBride Residence --
alarm activated by candles on a
cake.
Nov. 19, 2:04 a.m.-Fal- se fire
alarm - pull station pulled at
McBride Residence.
Nov. 29, 1:45 p.m.-Unregist- ered
empty keg found in room at
Norton Hall.
Nov. 29, 1:54 p.m.-Dr- ug para-
phernalia found in room at Norton
Hall.
Nov. 29, 5:45 p.m.-Vandal- ism
to Coke machine in Old Kenyon.
Nov. 30, 12:23 p.m.-Fi- re in trash
can on north side of Peirce Hall.
The fire was extinguished.
Nov. 30, 1:09 p.m.-Dr- ug para-
phernalia found in room at Mather
Residence.
Nov. 30, 1:18 p.m.-Dr- ug para-
phernalia found in room at Mather
self would not prevent a person from
giving consent (a position which had
been advocated weeks ago by Dean
of Students Donald Omahan) but that
at a certain point intoxication pre-
vented a person from giving consent.
The interpretation of where that point
was would be left to the judicial board.
None of this is written in stone,
however. The chisels will come out
only after the legislation gets out of
committee, past community input,
through the full senate, past the senior
staff, and past the board of trustees.
There was a general consensus
among the Senate in favor of searing
Kenyon's sexual assault policy onto
the collective consciousness of enter-
ing freshmen with an intimidating lec-
ture like the ones on academic hon-
esty which in recent years have been
delivered by Mcllvaine Professor of
English Perry Lentz. Currently
VOICES, a student group, gives a pre-
sentation on sexual assault and harass-
ment to incoming students.
Dec. 7
Residence.
Dec. 1, 10:15 a.m.-Medi- cal call
regarding a student who was in-
jured while lifting weights at
Wetheimer Fieldhouse. The stu-
dent went to Knox Community
Hospital for X-ra- ys.
Dec. 1, 2:33 p.m.-Wea- pon found
in room at Farr Hall.
Dec. 2, 2:57 a.m.-Vandal- ism at
Old Kenyon.
Dec. 3, 10:16 a.m.-Dr- ug para-
phernalia found in room at
Leonard Hall.
Dec. 4, 6:45 p.m.-Rep- ort of stu-
dent being harassed by other
students.
Dec. 4, 12:58 a.m.-Vandal- ism at
New Apartments.
Dec. 4, 9:58 a.m-Vandal- ism in
kitchen area at Caples Residence.
Dec. 6, 3:20 a.m.-Vandal- ism to
emergency telephone light cover
at Hill Theater.
Dec. 6, 8:59 p.m.-Medi- cal call re-
garding a student experiencing an
asthma attack at Bushncll Hall. The
College Physician was contacted.
Dec. 7, 1:38 a.m.-Th- eft of item
from Pirate's Cove. Employees
were advised to contact the Knox
County Sheriff's Office.
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In other senate business: Direc-
tor of Student Activities Claudine
Grunenwald-Kirschne- r presented a
proposed set of amendments regard-
ing the media board. Currently, the
media board is a standing panel to
which persons can appeal if they have
a disagreement with a student media
organization. The new rules would
eliminate a standing board in favor of
an ad-ho- c panel created by the Sen-
ate. Senate approved legislation cre
New exam week in the works?
BY GRANT SCHULERT
Editor in Chief
Kenyon College is exploring po-
tential changes in the final exam
period's structure, including a poten-
tial removal of the current Reading
Days and Grace Period.
According to Dean of Students
Donald Omahan, these ideas stemmed
from a conversation he had with Regis-
trar Richard Switzer. "One of the things
that struck us was the way we schedule
exams doesn't fit the model of how stu-
dents are graded in class," Omahan said.
Switzer took a survey of faculty
members in the spring of 1998 which
indicated that only half of courses uti-
lized the scheduled exam period to ad-
minister a final exam, and that a quar-
ter of courses have finished all work
by the last day of regular classes. In
these cases especially, that causes a
course to lose a week of class time
which could be put to better use.
One concern, according to
Omahan, was whether Reading Days,
week days with no scheduled classes,
were being effectively used by stu
Forum: discusses ethos, Greeks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
back and forth through innumerable
related issues, the Collegian noted a
few of the more pertinent points made:
One notable theme of the
evening involved students' "ethos" -t-
he rules by which Kenyon's social
scene is run. That subject, and the role
that alcohol plays in it, was initiated in
the controversial set of comments
made by Associate Professor of Reli-
gion Vemon J. Schubel.
"We've got an ethos that says in-
timacy is wrong," said Schubel, "that
talks about sex in terms of conquest,
and we're not doing anything about
it. I think we need to bring these things
to the table and start talking about the
whole thing instead of dancing around
the issue."
While Schubel's impromptu
speech received a round of applause,
later debate criticized the professor for
his attribution of much of the campus'
social woes to fraternities. Students
who refuted some of Schubel's points
- including a handful of fraternity
members themselves-argu- cd that his
inflammatory comments regarding
campus Greeks were unjust stereo-
types.
Equal Opportunity Officer and
College Ombudspcrson Wendy Hess
raised the concern that victims of
sexual assault were uncomfortable fil-
ing complaints within the context of
policy, media board
ating a panel consisting of four stu-
dents and three faculty to be used on
an as-need- ed basis. In the event that
the Senate itself might be involved in
a dispute with a media organization,
the judicial board would handle the
case.
Senate also discussed the absence
of the sophomore class representative,
Enrique Garcia, who withdrew from
the college this semester for reasons
which Dean Omahan said were be- -
dents. "Student behavior things
aren't the main driving force ... but
the people on the calender committee
didn't feel people were making a good
use of it." An idea being considered is
mainly removing these days, which
have been already cut back by one this
academic year.
The continuation of the Grace
Period is another issue being talked
about. "Not many people know about
it, but many who do routinely ignore
it," Omahan said.
One rough draft of the new
schedule made by Switzer allocated
each class period including evening
seminars a three hour class meeting.
The new exam period would begin the
day after classes ended, with the first
day being a Reading Day with only
one class scheduled, and the next four
days having three or four class peri-
ods each day.
The classes would be a formal
meeting for each course, to be used
for "a variety of purposes including
final exams, student presentations, cri-
tiques, course-evaluatio- ns by students,
displays of student projects, lectures,
the college's judicial system. Hess sug-
gested that the options available to vic-
tims of sexual assault were intimidat-
ing due to their convoluted nature.
'The vagueness of the definition
of sexual assault in the College's hand-
book is something we've been talk-
ing about a lot," said Hess. "Are there
ways we can simplify our own pro-
cess, make it friendlier?"
Associate Professor of Political
Science Alex McKeown explained that
the Senate had misinformed the com-
munity regarding Ohio state law on the
correlation between alcohol and sexual
assault. The Senate had recently re-
ported at a meeting that, within the state
of Ohio, a person could not legally give
consent if they had consumed any al-
cohol. McKeown explained that this
policy is not part of Ohio state law.
A few students expressed unease
in the confidential nature of judicial
board hearings on sexual assault. One
student said that she would feel more
comfortable if she knew who had been
convicted of assault. Omahan ex-
plained that the college was, accord-
ing to current law, legally restricted
from revealing that information, but in-
dicated that a new law would soon
overturn that policy.
Furthcrsparking the debate over
fraternities' involvement in sexual as-
saultharassment, one freshman stu-
dents claimed that she had repeatedly
V
pected to return next semester, and
Senate agreed to let him fill out ft.
second semester ofhis term rather thar
nivjuig twvjiww viv-vu- uii IU UU UlSpQ.
sition.
ocnaie appioveu rwo motioirs
which had already been passed by St-
udent Council, one regarding memfe
ship of Housing and Grounds and on;
approving the awarding of votingse
on Council.
discussions, etc."
.n : j 1 11 uese lueas were orougntupu;
recent meeting of the Curricula: Pofc
vumimuec, vviuui is a student an:
faculty body which oversees issus
such as course design. After a discus
sion, the committee recommended th:
Omahan and Switzer further stud
these issues, including gathering sn.
dent input, before any further actio-wa- s
taken. "I can't imagine making,
change like that without inquirin;
rather broadly," Omahan said.
Associate Professor of Antk- -
pology David Suggs, who chairs tfc
committee, said that the discussio:
was "purely exploratory". He said tn:-ide- a
should be played with to dete-
rmine what impact it would have an.
what the College would gain, addin;
he was concerned it might "cause more 0
logistical problems than it's worth.' pu
Omahan indicated that "I don 3!
know if this is going to go anywheit
and that one important concern s
"wanting to make sure professors ufr
want more traditional exams still could" ft
Switzer could not be reached fa
comment at press time.
to
.1
to
been asked at fraternity parties to "r-
emove her top" in order to receive:
beer. Administrators, female student; tea
and fraternity members alike wer: :1t
quick to note that such behavior i at
unacceptable, although the freshnu" it
said that she felt that sexually ntf-vate- d si
comments and catcalls were pr
of the Kenyon social norm.
Director of Security and Safer-Danie- l
Werner encouraged victims 1.' at
seek medical and lecal counseling
soon as possible after a case of assac
sbt
in order to maximize the potential fa:
conviction. "Idon'tmeantobecrok
res
said Werner, "but in a case of rape, fe
he
victim's body is the crime scene."
V
Schubel expressed concern tk-t- he
'"
issue of false accusations is ove' 3
estimated in relation to actual dis.ir
sionof preventing assault. "False-- "
cusations hardly ever happen, but 5
sault happens all the time," he sail s
Although students took rsv
with a number of Schubel's cor i
ments. these comments were left" pit
touched. In conversations with
Collegian after the meeting though-fe- w
students - both male and ferm;-al- l
of whom asked to remain anon)"
mous-argu- cd that Schubel'sassun?
tion was a potentially dangerous'
The majority of the audit
was female, although discussion
s
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women.
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illigan lands job with Health and Counseling Center
"jjyjNNYMCDEVITT
Editor in Chief
Patrick K. Gilligan, associate
C it-- Uah n AKn i A Offjrector 01 "1C mu"iuu"
idance Center in Mouni vernon,
l.- - Uaan nampH Hirprtnr nf
fj0) naa
!0nseling services at Kenyon
.liege.
l'ni just ecstatic, saia
Higan. "I've only spent a few
utmg aiuuuu un- -nson inejuu,
L But I'm very excited."
In his new role, Oilligan will
.-
-ervise Kenyon's four-perso- n
jnseling staff, working closely
h Dr. Tracy Schermer, College
vsician and Director of
. Li. I o 1 :
s neaiw anu unscung
tjyon
aier. The center offers a variety
personal and psychological
Lseling services to the
Mege's 1560 students.
Regarding plans tor the
lib and Counseling Center,
illimnhas "a few things in mind"
familiarize himself with the
'I'd like to see us be powerful for individuals
but also have a positive impact on the school
as a whole. And that will require input from
both students and staff
Patrick Gilligan. director of counseling
nfant: Gambier man
bund guilty in killing
rONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
punched in the head," according to
ax County Sheriff David Barber.
Prosecutors contended that the 22- -
kiokl Blamer, who had only lived in
pier for a short time, had fatally Li- -
pi Legacy while feeding her in the
:y morning hours.
Authorities began to investigate the
li just hours after Kendra Fawcett and
per had taken the baby to the emer--
:ey room at the Knox County hospital
pmomingofAugust 17, 1998, where
pnedks made a futile attempt to re--
kate her.An emergency room physi--
tetified at the trial that the body was
"sdy cold, stiff and showing signs of
ay by the time it was brought to the
xital, according to the Mount Vernon
sHe physician also noticed bruises
pbaby'sbody.
An autopsy and X-ra-ys revealed
pe injuries. Investigators found a se- -
p fracture in one of the infant's legs;
Ms were nearly at a right angle to
aether. The child's deadly head in--
s were also severe. "Some bruising
afiontal brain area, a pathologist
f was reminiscent of a hand print,"
E ihe reporter for the Mount Vernon
Perhaps most appalling of all were
marks that observers found on
?)'$ thighs shortly after her death.
gators had taken dental casts of
'one who had been in the house at
Jieofthebaby'sdeath, tests which
"everyone except Blamer, accord- -
lan expert witness at the trial.
Blamer's explanation for the bites
unusual one. According to the
".Blamer told investigators that "He
iying with the family's five dogs
classing the baby, when one of the
mped up, hitting him in the back
' 'Shim to accidentally bite Legacy."
TheAfews reported that Blamer had
Kendra Fawcett for a total ofeight
Sand, a few months before the
workings of the center and the
staff. Beyond that, his hopes in-
clude "bringing in student interns
for next year to be more available
for longer hours," he said. "I'd like
to see us be powerful for individu-
als but also have a positive impact
on the school as a whole. And that
will require input from both stu-
dents and staff as to what they see
as useful."
A resident of Newark and a
graduate of Muskingum College,
Gilligan holds a master's degree
from the Raymond A. Kent
School of Social Work at the Uni-
versity of Louisville. He is a Li- -
baby's death, moved into the home at
217(30 Zion Road that Fawcett shared
with her brother and mother. Barber said
that Legacy Dawn Fawcett was not
Blamer's biological child.
Blamer continued to live in the
household for a month and a half after
the baby 's death, according to the News.
He fled Gambier in October af-
ter a grand jury began to subpoena wit-
nesses in the case, Barber said. On
Christmas eve of 1998, Blamer was
pulled over for speeding in Kentucky,
where a routine computer check re-
vealed that he was wanted for aggra-
vated murder in Ohio. By January,
Blamer was locked up in the Knox
County jail, where he remains incar-
cerated.
It was Blamer's defense attor-
neys who opted to have the case heard
before a panel of judges rather than
before a jury, presumably because
they calculated that Blamer was more
likely to get a fair hearing there, Bar-
ber said.
The Collegian was not able to
determine definitively whether
Blamer had undergone a psychiatric
evaluation prior to the trial, and the
defense did not plead insanity, opting
instead to rebut specific evidence and
attempt to pin blame on Kendra
Fawcett.
The judges convicted Blamer of
involuntary manslaughter rather than
murder, apparently due to the diffi-
culty of determining why Blamer had
injured the baby and whether he had
meant to kill her. "It was, at the very
least, the defendant's intention to in-
flict some massive punishment on this
child," prosecutor John Baker said to
the Mount Vernon News after the case".
"It might have been argued the
defendant's powerful blows were not
meant to kill her."
Neither Blamer nor the Fawcetts
had any apparent connection to Kenyon.
censed Independent Social
Worker and a member of the Na-
tional Academy of Certified So-
cial Workers.
Gilligan joined Moundbuild-ers- ,
which offers comprehensive
psychological and social services,
as a supervisortherapist in 1984
and won promotion to associate
director in 1987. Gilligan has also
worked as a group facilitatorcon-
sultant with Spencer House in
Newark, Ohio, as a therapist with
the Family and Children's Agency
of Louisville, Kentucky, and as a
caseworker with Licking County
(Ohio) Children's Services.
Dean of Students Donald
Omahan stressed the quality of the
search, commenting on the strong
nature of the candidates. "It was a
good and very rich pool of candi-
dates," he said. "When we hired
Clarke Carney, it was a very chal-
lenging search, but that was not the
case in this search."
"We are extremely pleased
that Patrick will be joining
Kenyon's student affairs staff,"
said Omahan, who made the an-
nouncement. "Patrick's back-
ground, experience and training, as
well as his reputation as a caring
and dedicated practitioner, made
him the clear choice to lead the
counseling services into the next
decade."
Gilligan has already begun
his work at Kenyon-ju- st last night
he mediated the information
meeting regarding the college's
sexual harassment and assault
policies.
"In so many ways I'm the per-
fect person for this," he said be-
fore the meeting, "because I'm not
connected with the subject yet. I'm
not involved enough to feel defen-
sive ana I won't take it personally.
This will free me up to facilitate
more effectively. It will also allow
me to learn quickly on the job, es-
pecially regarding what it all
means to students and how this
will spill out in my work with
Student council considers voting
chairs, Greek divisional housing
BY LUKE WHITMAN
Staff Reporter
When the Kenyon College
Student Council reconvenes in
January, three new voting mem-
bers will be joining its ranks. On
Sunday, Council voted 6-- 2 to grant
voting rights to the chairs of three
student council committees: social
board, student lectureships, and
security and safety. Heretofore stu-
dents chairing these positions were
only asked to attend Council meet-
ings occasionally and could speak
at meetings but could not vote.
Now they will be expected to at-
tend the vast majority of meetings
and will be considered full voting
members of the Council.
There was some disagreement
about when the legislation would
go into effect. Vice President of
Academic Affairs Brent Shank '01
opposed immediate implementa-
tion, since the student body had
elected the students currently oc-
cupying the positions as non-votin- g
members of council. However,
Council President Mike Lewis '00
advocated implementation next se-
mester and eventually won out.
The three students who oc-
cupy the positions in question are
Torrey Androski '02, Jeremy Suhr
'02, and Justin Jones '01, who
respectively lead the social board,
the student lectureships commit-
tee, and the security and safety
committee.
The remainder of Sunday's
council meeting was spent debat- -
lata? UK, ii
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ing once more the proposed
changes to Greek divisional hous-
ing. There are two proposals at
'hand, 'bom or 'which "are meant to
increase the number of junior and
senior leaders living in fraternity
division and thus strengthen the
leadership of the fraternities.
The first would change the
current percentage system so that
class representation in Greek divi-
sional housing would be
independent of class representa-
tion in the fraternity itself. If this
proposal passes, each division
would be filled by whatever frater-
nity member wished to live there,
regardless of his class year. At
Lewis' suggestion, the proposal is
being amended to state that 50 of
the fraternity's leadership board,
or executive council, must live in
division.
The second proposal would
amend the point system, the method
used to weight students' chances
in the housing lottery based on
their class year and other factors.
The more points a person has, the
more likely he or she is to receive
his or her first pick of housing.
Fraternity members who live in
division both their sophomore and
junior years would not lose any
points in their senior year lottery.
The result would be that more jun-
iors would live in fraternity division
without the threat of being put at a
disadvantage going into the senior
year.
Lewis said that several people
have told him that they feel the
Greek system is trying to hide the
true facts about these proposals
from the student body at large, an
idea that he believes strongly mis-
represents the purpose oi 'Gree'K
council.
Lewis brought up yet another
possible problem regarding the
proposals that have yet to be dis-
cussed in any detail by council.
Fraternity housing is reserved for
males, and thus there is more male
divisional housing than there is
female special group housing.
Hence males may have an advan-
tage over females in landing
coveted spots on the south end of
campus. Council member Ruth
Crowell '02 echoed these senti-
ments, saying that this is one issue
that could possibly keep her from
voting yes on the proposal.
It was also noted that the Taft
Cottages and Acland Apartments
did not exist when the bylaws now
facing amendment were first writ-
ten. In other words, the problem of
older fraternity leaders living out-
side of fraternity division in
buildings at the south end of cam-
pus did not exist because there was
no other place for them to live but
in fraternity division-a- t least not at
the south end of campus. Several
council members including
Crowell said that this fact could
change their whole outlook on the
proposals.
Greek Council representative
Mark Foran '01 expressed his ap-
prehension that even if the
legislation gets through the coun-
cil, it might be shot down by the
president and senior staff.
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Naughty and Nice
It may be the most wonderful time of year but
not all of the pertinent issues at Kenyon will
be on the reward list.
Nice: The Sunoco, or as some may come to refer to it, "The
Land of Milk and Honey." Not only is there food and coffee, but it's
open 24 hours and the late night attendants are friendly. It's the closest
thing we'll get to an Ike's replacement.
Nice: Yes, this one revolves around food too. Pan Geos has '
brought new hope to the usually depressing experience of Kenyon
dining. Frankly, we couldn't be happier.
Nice: Kenyon's new publication, The Voice, continues to honor
the literary tradition of Kenyon and stir controversy and discussion.
A significant amount goes into publishing newspapers and maga-
zines, especially at Kenyon, and all of those involved deserve the
respect of the community they are trying to educate.
Nice: Our new athletic facilities will finally put us on par with the
other schools in our conference.
Naughty: Social Board. Why is it nearly second semester and we
haven't heard anything about Summer Send Off bands?
Naughty: The Budget and Finance Committee. Most student
groups complain about the amount of money they are allotted. More
importantly, some groups can't function on what they are given.
There must be a fairer way to determine budgets than simply take 25
percent off the top of all allocations, and we urge the BFC to find it.
Naughty: One question: We mean, really, why 2K? Stop the
hype, don't put so much pressure on your New Year's Eve plans and
try to relax. After all, it's almost over.
Naughty: (This will be the last one about food, we promise.) The
Peirce toaster needs to be more consistent. Besides evenly toasting
the bread or getting fewer pieces of bread stuck inside, it should just
strive to be present at all times. Is that too much to ask from your
toaster?
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairw ay
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 4302Z
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-m-
ail address: coUegianto.kenyon.edu
WWW address: http:www.kenyon.eduorgVcollegian
Phone numbers: (740) 427-533- 8, 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon Collegian staff.
Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian staff wishes to express
a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members of the community are welcome
to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be
200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space, interest
and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The Collegian also
will consider publishingletterswhichrunconsiderably beyond 200 words. If such a letter meets
the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness, the author will be notified and the letter
will be published as a guest column.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except during
examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect
the views of Kenyon College.
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BY MOLLY WILLOW
Staff Columnist
Somewhere the automotive
gods are laughing at me. Laughing
at me, and trying to get birds to
poop on my car. I have now learned
that it is really just not nice to brag,
and if you do, instant karma's gonna
get ya. I got mine.
A little while ago I wrote a
column singing the praises of cars.
Well, it seems I spoke too soon. I
would hereby like to revoke any
support I may have once had for
moving vehicles of any kind. Cars
suck; all hail Amish buggies.
It began when a friend of mine
needed a ride to the airport. I was
goingto take her, but then I bullied
another friend with a car into doing
it for me. She graciously agreed,
probably because I wrote her med
school applications for her. (Okay,
maybe not entirely, but I did insert
more than one key semi-colon- .)
So, just as I was about to set out for
my evening of fun and romance,
which did not involve a trip to the
Port Columbus airport, I received
a telephone call. It was Friend A,
the mooch who needed the ride. I
thoughtsheand Friend B, the push-
over, had already left, so I inquired
as to her whereabouts. At this point
she turned to the woman whose
house she was standing in to ask
where she was. Centerburg.
It seems the $87 car, hereto-
fore known as "The Trusty Toyota"
had very rapidly morphed into the
"Total Piece of Crap Toyota" and
died as Friend B was driving it.
Neither occupant was hurt, but they
also weren't at the airport. This
was where I came in. That day I
drove 400 miles, having gotten up
at 7: 15 a.m. to take my friend to her
cross country meet which was over
two hours away after she slept
through her alarm. Then I got to
see the airport after all.
A mere three days after this,
misfortune number two occurred.
I had gone to the State Liquor store
on a Friday afternoon, naturally
because they have the most rea-
sonably priced Coca Cola in town.
And because they have lots of rum.
I successfully, and legally, made
my purchases and got back into
my car. I lined up with the road to
pull into traffic from the parking
lot and then disaster struck. Actu-
ally, it wasn't disaster, it was an
Idiot. My car had been stationary,
and after she hit me, so was hers.
Perhaps she wasn't able to wait
until she was home to sample her
purchases. In any event, I now
have a nice scratchdent above my
right rear wheel and learned the
very important lesson that in order
to file an insurance claim it is help-
ful to have the last name of the
person that hit you and any infor-
mation about their vehicle
whatsoever. I did write down the
name of her insurance company,
though. Unfortunately, that is all I
wrote down. But I will forever be
proud of the fact that I had my first
fender bender and it was Not My
Fault.
The final straw was like one
big glop of celestial bird poop.
I was driving down to Denison
with my boyfriend and, because it
was about 20 degrees outside, he
decided it would be fun to play
with the window buttons.
Normally,this would not have been
a problem. Unfortunately, my
karma just passed 66,000 miles
and it docs not, apparently, like to
have its buttons pushed. He rolled
the window down. It stayed down.
Phil Ha::
Birds, ruses last straw for car owne
Then, just to be scientific, hetr
all the windows and discove
s
.3
that they, too, wouldn't budge. Tj
was less of a problem, howe
because they were still up. So
drove the rest of the way to Deni
Eft
assuring ourselves that the airc-ta- j
ing in really wasn't that cold, e,
that duct tape and plastic wini
really aren't that bad.
The window did eventual!)
back up, thanks to an alarm svs:
I don't understand. But since t:
the cruise control and power re.
view mirrors have also giver
the fight. I also instituted a stie
policy that my boyfriend has
keep his hands to himself an:
plain sight whenever he is in
car. Luckily, I don't think thr
anything else he can break.
The end of this saga wa
recent trip to the dealer to have! ;K
"electrical" problem fixed. (R
"really simple thing that myutffcy
arts education does not prepay
for.") I assured everyone it "con-- :
be a fuse" because I checked
fuses. (Essentially, that entailed'1
ing at them menacingly to un-
guilty party to step forward- -!
just happy to have found the '
box.) But surprise, surprise. j-J- e
mechanic employed some s-cove- rt
fuse-typ- e trick of acr.
Taking The Fuses Out To L
Them and had identified the cu:
Then he laughed at me.
So, to conclude. Cars sud
glad if you don't have one. H".
do, I suggest ritual offerings
deitv of vour choice. I Iearne- -
lesson too late. Now my CDF- -
skips.
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gYMOLLY FARRELL
Staff Columnist
Critics called the environmen-sls- ,
unionists and kids gathered
Seattle hypocrites, claiming that
a were condemningasystem that
Lposedly) provided them with
land of educational and political
xirtunities that allowed them the
edom to protest in the first place.
I'm no economist, but I view
optically the notion that the only
for our country to avoid lm- -
,verishment is by the forced
impoverishment, through labor and
material exploitation, of others.
Which is what I see as the system
that the WTO perpetuates. Although
I know that being anti-fre- e trade is,
in many ways, being anti-consum- er
culture, and I believe that all of
those gathered in Seattle and for
that matter, all of us who oppose the
WTO from our classrooms and our
petition tables have at least some
sense of this, I don't believe we are
hypocrites for opposing an institu-
tion that rules a system we benefit
from. I think that after all these years
of American economic growth and
accumulation there exists a genera-
tion that feels its situation has not
been essentially improved by the
material wealth bestowed upon it.
I believe the protests in Se-
attle are a window into a larger,
more frightening form of wide-
spread discontent than one simply
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WTO protests indicative of larger social problem
Last week we witnessed the
,eSt mass protest of our lives
'iweek. Some of us were corn
ed that people are still willing
ie active for a cause greater than
selves, while others of us
at what we considered to
,-li-
ed
ihe last pathetic gasps of resis- -
ce to a global economy.
-.-
.tits iutii:: mftiRtii:
directed at a specific organization.
When we see CEOs striking down
even the laws passed by legislative
bodies that, these days, can only be
called democratic by a stretch, we
see the final shovels of dirt being
thrown upon the grave of the indi-
vidual citizen's political voice.
When we see our world leaders
meekly trying to disguise the main
goal of the WTO (profit) with talk
about progressive child labor laws,
we are reminded of the constant
subjugation of political leaders to
economic motivations. We look at
the first presidential election some
of us will be voting in, and get the
sense that either George W. Bush
or Al Gore have bought and paid
for our ballots.
In what is supposed to be a
democracy, we have watched the
popularity ratings of two candidates
entrenched in political legacies bla--
.
tantly rise in accordance with cam-
paign funds. We feel as though we
have no voice, that we are alienated
from our government and therefore
our community.
The consumer culture ex-
panded and reinforced for our
"benefit" by these economic trends
has commodified our existence.
From childhood we are a market
audience; receptive to what com-
panies will tell us we want and
need. We come of age as we change
where we buy our clothes (our first
social identities are created in part
by which brands we patronize).
We watch MTV and page through
advertisements which whisper to
us the secret to happiness, and then
wonder why so many people suf-
fer from depression. In many ways
we become products ourselves;
grade points and SAT scores are
tacked onto us like labels on a
package. We feel not only alien-
ated from each other, but alienated
from ourselves; our emotions and
intellect become disconnected with
the physical body product which
contains them.
People need to feel connected
to something to have a voice within
it, and we can't fool ourselves into
thinking that we enjoy liberty with-
out a voice. It's not the materials
that enslave us but the material-
ism. When we are trapped in
alienation from ourselves and our
community we can't feel truly free.
No one has been able to articulate
how we are to regain our voice
how we can break away from the
cloud of materialism that hangs
over our culture. We only know
that profit is not a pretty word
anymore, and we won't stand for
an organization that doesn't at least
pretend to give us a voice.
Morm, Not Closure, is Solution to S.O.A. problems
I read with great interest
ijiel Connolly's article
ienyon Students Trek to Geor-- a
for SOA Protest." I was
'irprised and impressed to learn
rt a relatively large group of
iicyon students planned to take
rtin the November 21st pro- -
xfet in Fort Benning, Georgia
lainst the U.S. Army School of
fce Americas (SOA).
While I applaud those students
bo are involved in the anti-SO- A
ovement at Kenyon for their
rtivism and their commitment to
airing respect for human rights, I
felieve that their view that SOA
i be shut down is misguided:
the installation in Fort Benning,
ia needs to reformed, not
posed completely. Despite the fact
Itat the school has a checkered past,
I also serves as a valuable and effec- -
e foreign policy tool which is
iieficial to our Latin American
ties as well as to U.S. interests.
Surprisingly enough, Secre
te of the Army Louis Caldera
rial printed in the November 18
peofthe Collegian.
Indeed, it may be true that gen- -
issues are more important at
nyon right now than are issues
Harding race. However, trying to
E that "affirmative action is a
"issue at Kenyon" while "a
idered minority" is a serious
'ential problem, misses the fact
P they are, in reality, the exact
Re issue. If Kenyon admits men
would not have been admitted
Nthey been female, solely for the
Tose of gender balance, then
!yon is guilty of gender dis-
tillation and should stop.
Likewise, we should not ad- -
P" less qualified applicants over
qualified applicants just be-- of
their race. It's the same
Although I fundamentally disagree with the
Kenyon students who decided to make the trip
to Fort Benning, I admire their activist spirit
and the initiative they have taken in aiding
their cause.
also believes that the school needs
to be reformed. On November 17,
1999, Secretary Caldera an-
nounced that SOA is changing its
name and its mission. The Army
plans to restructure the academy to
make its focus less strictly military
and more academic. Army offi-
cials plan to transform the academy
into a regional training institute
similar to the George C Marshall
European Center for Security Stud-
ies in Germany, which helps foster
democratic militaries in formerly
Communist nations. The school
will change its name to the Center
for Inter-Americ- an Security Co-
operation (CLASC) and the Army
will rewrite the school's charter
and recruit civilian as well as mili-
tary students. Students at the school
will receive training in combating
drug traffickers and coping with
natural disasters. Authority over
the school's curriculum will be
shifted from the Army to the De-
partment of Defense.
Closing down the School of
the Americas will not solve the
many problems which Latin Ameri-
can governments are currently
facing. Drug cartels and violent
guerilla forces will continue to pose
a threat to many nations. The U.S.
should not turn its back on our
southern neighbors. At a time when
many Latin American governments
are crossing from dictatorship into
ffirmative action is relevant
This is in response to the edi- - Likewise, we should not admit less qualified
applicants over more qualified applicants just
because of their race. It's the same issue.
issue. If it means Kenyon be-
comes 75 female and 25
male, so be it. Perhaps the ad-
missions department feels that
this would, in the long run, hurt
the quality of our applicant pool.
It would, however, increase the
number of entrants in the top
10 of their class, as well as
their average SAT scores. These
items, unlike gender balance and
racial diversity, weigh heavily
in US News and World Report's
annual college rankings. (Cer-
tainly the admissions department
wishes we had a higher ranking
than our current 32nd.)
It is precisely this issue that Mr.
Connerly was addressing. That is,
modeling our student body's com-
position toward that of our nation is
not so important that we should stoop
to the level of becoming discrimina-
tory to obtain that end. Doing our
part by making sure we don't dis-
criminate will, in the end, alleviate
racial and gender inequalities and
turn topics like affirmative action
into the non-issu- es they ought to be.
This was the point ofMr. Connerly's
"mediocre speech," which I believe
does have a large bearing on Kenyon
College.
Llewellyn Jones '01
democracy, it is important that the
U.S. continue to engage them and
provide them with doctrinally
sound, relevant military education
and training, while at the same
time promoting democratic values
and respect for human rights.
Although I fundamentally dis-
agree with the Kenyon students
who decided to make the trip to
Fort Benning, I admire their activ-
ist spirit and the initiative they
The Greek Council, in pro-
posing changes to the Division
housing policy at Kenyon, has be-
gun a public dialogue about the
housing rights of fraternities. Cur-
rent discussion focuses on the
proposed amendments to the
policy. We wish to broaden the
scope of the debate and discuss
fraternity privilege. While we rec-
ognize that we cannot speak on
behalf of all women at Kenyon, the
Crozier Center Planning Board
feels obligated to speak in the in-
terest of gender equality.
The current division housing
system allows for blatant fraternity
privilege. This privilege has become
so institutionalized at Kenyon that
when changes were proposed in the
housing policy, it was taken for
granted that division housing should
exist at all. The Kenyon community
has become complacent to the idea
that certain men on this campus de-
serve special treatment because they
belongtoafraternity. Division hous-
ing is just that: special treatment.
The housing blocks in Division
reserve certain parts of Hanna, Old
Kenyon and Leonard, dormitories
coveted both for their prime south
campus location and for their his-
torical significance. These three
buildings are symbols of Kenyon
identity, and while they have re
have taken in aiding their cause.
Whether they realize it or not, their
efforts have already yielded im-
pressive results and helped to bring
about real reform.
The views expressed in this
article do not necessarily reflect
the views of Senator Lautenberg.
Chip Unruh '98
Chief Legislative
Correspondent for U.S.
Senator Frank Lautenberg
Crozier Board responds to
division housing debate
cently been opened up to Kenyon
women, they still remain dominated
by fraternities. While the Archons
and the Peeps, which are co-e- d
groups, also have division housing,
this does not diminish the fact that,
in terms of numbers, fraternities
enjoy the greatest amount ofspecial
privilege in housing. In short, privi-
leged housing in the historical
residences is predominantly re-
served for exclusively male groups.
Many people defend division
housing for fraternities because it
is grounded in Kenyon tradition.
To that, we say that Kenyon has
been traditionally unfair. The fact
that Kenyon has a long history of
division housing does not justify
its existence today. Kenyon has
undergone tremendous change in
the past 175 years, the greatest of
which was the inclusion of women
30 years ago. Kenyon's policies
need to reflect those changes.
Fraternities have a long-standi- ng
tradition here at Kenyon. It is a
tradition of special treatment and
privilege. Division housing is the
most tangible evidence of this. If
we as a community ever want to
get to the point of equality, regard-
less of gender or group affiliation,
division housing must be abolished.
Crozier Center
Planning Board
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Ocean Warrior ' speaks of
BY REBECCA DRUBE
Staff Writer
I talked with Paul Watson, the
controversial conservationist and
leader of the Sea Shepherd on the
morning after his speech in Rosse
Hall.
The interview was unconven-
tional, conducted in Kenyon's
silvery blue Taurus sedan on the
way to Watson's flight to Seattle,
the base of operations for Sea Shep-
herd, but his presence was no less
commanding from the front seat of
the car than it had been on the stage
at Rosse.
He was fierce in his devotion
to protecting his family, the sea,
yet genial and eager to educate the
occupants of the car on subjects as
diverse as skydiving for wolves
and the United States policy dur-
ing the Gulf War.
Watson's contribution to
conservationism has been im-
mense: he co-found- ed the
Greenpeace Foundation, one of the
best-know- n and largest environ-
mental organizations in the world
today; he then went on to found the
Sea Shepherd Society, which he is
currently still involved in, and the
Save the Wolves Foundation,
founded to protect the
timberwolves of Canada and the
Northwestern United States. All
of these organizations have be-
come key players in the
Educating about drugs & alcohol
ADEPT attempts to minimize drug and alcohol abuse at Kenyon
BY AMANDA OZMENT
Staff Writer
The newly established alco-
hol and drug awareness program,
ADEPT, is looking to change
Kenyon's recent reputation of
binge drinking. ADEPT (Alcohol
and Drug Education and Program-
ming Team) was developed this
fail as a replacement for DAAPB
(Drug and Alcohol Abuse Preven-
tion Board), an organization which
had previously addressed the drug
and alcohol problems on campus.
Why the change? "Well,
DAAPB had been around for many
years, but we felt that the name
held a negative connotation. We
wanted to stress that we are really
not about abstinence, we are about
responsible choices," said Eliza
Andrews '00, House Manager Rep-resentati- ve
to ADEPT.
The group meets during com-
mon hour each Thursday to plan
events and campaigns. The most
noticeable ADEPT campaign thus
far has been the 0-- 1 -- 3 policy. "The
0-1-
-3 policy is simply a guide
meant to promote 'low risk drink-
ing,'" said Substance Abuse
Counselor and Education Coordi-
nator Tim Durham. "If you're
pregnant, planning on driving, or
have a big test or event coming up
then you should have zero drinks.
If you're going to be drinking, then
you should have no more than one
drink an hour, and no more than
V V
Paul Watson
environmental movement.
As of late, Watson and Sea
Shepherd have been involved in
the controversy surrounding the
whale-huntin- g rights of the Ma-
caw tribe of the Northwest United
States. Hecontendsthat thiswhale
hunting is merely, "commercial
whale hunting under the guise of
traditional indigenous culture," he
said.
He believes that the Japanese
whaling industry, .stymied from
whaling for themselves by inter-
national whaling laws, instigated
three drinks in a night." Accord-
ing to Durham, this policy is only
a guide that ensures minimal risk
as far as alcohol consumption is
concerned.
"If you defy this you're just
going into a higher risk zone, it is
really just a message for modera-
tion and responsibility," said
Durham. In addition to this 0-1- -3
policy, ADEPT has also started a
drunk driving campaign called
"seize the keys," which focuses on
educating people on the dangerof
driving while intoxicated, no mat-
ter how short the distance or how
minimal the consumption.
ADEPT also serves to sup-
port alcohol-fre- e functions on
campus. "We're really looking to
support other on-camp- us groups,
and to provide substance-fre- e late
night events and programs. We
really believe strongly that there
should be other things to do on
campus than drink, and we feel
that there are a lot of opportunities
for this that are not being used
right now," said Andrews.
ADEPT member Jana Joseph
'02 said, "We also sponsor and
provide funding for different
things, like if you 're having a non-
alcoholic event you can apply for
funding from ADEPT and we'll
review it and possibly help to make
it happen. The Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity's non-alcohol- ic rave on
Halloween, for example, received
both funding and assistance from
FEATURES
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the Macaw's interest in whaling
by offering to buy any whales that
they killed. He also cites the fact
that traditional whaling rituals were
"extremely demanding and elabo-
rate; no one today would be able to
endure it. The only thing that re-
mains of the tradition is the killing
of the whale itself."
Then, Watson went on to say
that many other instances in which
indigenous groups demand their
"right" to whale have been fueled
more by monetary interests than
by geniune interest in reviving tra- -
us.
As far as plans for the future,
ADEPT'S biggest goal is to spon-
sor a program called "The Perfect
Party" in cooperation with the Ar-chon- s.
"This program mainly
serves to create less of a high risk
environment at parties throughout
campus by marking the hands of
underage drinkers and by not serv-
ing them, and by cutting people off
if they have clearly had too much
to drink," said Andrews.
Ultimately, ADEPT aims to,
"address the problem, but more so
support the people already making
responsible choices," according to
Durham. "We would really like to
reduce the high risk drinking and
its consequences, both through pro-
moting non-alcohol- ic functions,
and through spreading awareness.
I mean let's face it, most students
don't like the negative stuff, like
pulled fire alarms, puking and un-
wanted sexual advances, that
happens because of binge drink-
ing. Our long term goal is ultimately
to reduce these things, this ' Kenyon
culture,'" said Durham.
Has ADEPT seen any success
thus far? Joseph replies: "Overall,
I thinkthat ADEPThas been really
effective; it is absolutely neces-
sary to address this growing
problem on campus. I don't know
if we've changed much at present,
but we've got people thinkingabout
it, so we've accomplished our goal
in that."
environmentalist
dition. He used as an example the
Siberian indigenous hunts, which
he viewed from the deck of his
ship, the Sea Shepherd. He docu-
mented the hunt, and "found it no
more than a way to get cheap meat
for their fur industry."
When asked about his feelings
towards Greenpeace, the organiza-
tion he left to found Sea Shepherd,
Watson is unequivical, calling
them, "The Avon ladies of the en-
vironmental movement." He
prefers a more "direct action"
method of working, with a com-
pletely volunteer crew manning his
two ships and one submarine (for
use in playing underwater Orca
whale noises to deter whales from
whaling ships). All this he oper-
ates on a budget of $1 million a
year, raised from donations.
He illustrated the ill-effe- cts that
a large, very bureacratic organiza-
tion like Greenpeace can suffer
through its very size, mentioning a
protest that Greenpeace organized
on a BP oil rig. The protest was a
failure, because the oil company
Ifyou could marry any
movie star, who would it be?
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simply ignored the protesters.
Greenpeace eventually left
oil rig, only to find that all tkt;
assets had been frozen by the M
corporation as part of a suit Bi Kl
laiavj agawai incm. ureenpeacf .ety
was forced to settle because the He
could not pay any of their emplo :'jes
ees, and were forced to agree is I
terms that Watson, chuckling d .els.
scribed as "You will never ev ::at
occupy a BP oil rig again.
Known best for his confront:. :,el
tions with the whaling industn :ec
often "ramming" whaling ships i Ea
order to save whales, Watson y jie:
also spearheaded campaigns fn
the protection of other aniraak x
notably baby Harp seals in Canad--. :;nl
and timberwolves in the North :.T
western United States and Canad --7 s
Watson will start his next cam ;.ir,
paign in March of this year; th
campaign will again invoh
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be acting against a Danish trad 3V
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Amanda Ozment '02
"Danny Devito or else
Dan Ackroyd"
iid
il-- t
Veronica Medwid '03 as
"I don't know, but my xrti
roommate would marry
John Cusack." j re
ien
iid
am
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Trevor Biship '00
"Hmm ... either Annette
Benning or Ryan
Phillippe."
Becca Arneson '00
"Gwyneth Paltrow or Al
Pacino."
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ftiter-in-residen- ce RF. Kluge man or myth?
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Diversions Editor
Ask anyone on campus about
c Kluge andyou' re sure to get a
4yfresponses- -
He sawnici-iii-icaiuciiw- c. 1 ic
,:w-h-
es classes in creative writing.
js the author of well-know- n
,! It is unlikely that anyone
evieal Kenyon would say Kluge is
r.mentonne uiiagiimuuii.nuw- -
L elsewhere, Kluge s existence
I recently come under suspicion.
Early in November, David
mes, a professor at the College
William and Mary, contacted
e about possibly having his
rents come to Kenyon to meet
The students at William and
. studied Kluge's novel, Alma
1 in their religion course.
Imesused the book to open the
rse and he was struck by it. He
.wi'tered extra credit to those stu- -
willing to come to Ohio and
:el Kluge in person.
He teaches books of his own
lesiosing because, in his eyes, it
ineswhat liberal education is all
lit," said Kluge. Before Thanks- -
ing break, a small group of
mes' students took a road trip to
:ion in order to meet Kluge.
Hiked them," said Kluge. "We
katour of the campus and chat- -
kjabout Kenyon and a liberal arts
Ideation."
A visit by intrigued students
rathe east is definitely out of the
ciliary, but so is what was occur- -
.
-- 1
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P.F. Kluge
ring at the same time on the op-
posite coast.
While Holmes was inspired
by Kluge's works and wanted
his class to meet him, a professor
in Santa Barbara, Calif, was ac-
tively denying Kluge's existence.
Professor Joyce of the Santa Bar-
bara City College has been
teaching Kluge's novel, Biggest
Elvis, in her English 111 course
for years. And Joyce, who did
not respond when contacted,
. claimed Kluge was not real.
According to her students,
Joyce had tried to find proof of
X
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Eddy Eckart
Kluge's existence in past years, but
after coming up empty-hande- d, she
concluded that P. F. Kluge was a
pen name for Frederick Crews or
David Lodge.
One of her students this semes-
ter, Caroline Rohla, didn't accept
this theory, and dedicated her time
to proving Kluge's existence. "I
don't really understand how she
Joyce explained the others to be
the authors," said Rohla. "Basically,
I didn't believe her explanation. She
mentioned it at first, and I didn't
think anything about it. Then she
mentioned it again later and I found
Greenwood supports diversity
BY SARAH HANDYSIDE
Staff Writer
James Greenwood didn't
fliow he was a minority until he
ameto Kenyon. Raised in Cleve- -
and, Greenwood attended an
black public high school and
as unaccustomed to the rural
siting of Gambier and its pred-
ominantly white student body.
It's no surprise then that
weenwood is so active in
nyon's multicultural groups.
When I got here, I automatically
Kcame an educator of sorts," he
sid. "I think race matters on this
mpus, and it needs to be talked
about.
Greenwood is certainly
his voice heard, serving as
-- President for both Black
indent Union and Multicultural
Council. BSU member Phillip
ss 03 said, "James is a true
model. I am constantly
etching and learning from him.
tllesavs he is onino in Hn ;nmp- -e e
""g, it gets done." Greenwood '
interns with Multicultural
rentsand Services and edits the
Apartment's newsletter.
He is also active on a social
ivel as President of Brothers
Lited, a fraternity that serves to
Wde support for males of color.
J
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James Oreenwood
"The fraternity means a lot to
me, and 1 think it has a great deal
of potential on this campus," he
said of the organization. Many
members have recently gradu-
ated, leaving Greenwood to "take
the group to the next level," he
said.
He feels that some changes
still need to be made at Kenyon,
though. He recently joined So-
cial Board, arguingthat "They've
been neglecting a large portion
of the community by ruling out a
hip-ho- p band for summer
sendoff." A member of the Hip-Ho- p
Society, he finds having to
constantly remind groups of
Kenyon's diversity "frustrating.
I can only do so much. I get
burned out really quickly."
In the dorm Greenwood con
tinues to be excellent role model
as a resident advisor in Lewis.
Greenwood hosted many prospec-
tive students last year, most of
whom chose to attend Kenyon. "I
became an RA because I played
such a part in forming the class
and wanted to make sure they
adjusted well." Brad Naylor '03
said, "James is one of the nicest
guys on campus. He's a really
good RA and wonderful to have
on the hall."
How does Greenwood stay
on track amidst all his involve-
ment? "I knew I had to work hard
at Kenyon. I stay focused be-
cause every time I go home, I see
people I went to school with who
aren't doing anything with their
lives. It reminds me what I don't
want to become." Greenwood's
goal is to found a public school
for children with a great deal of
potential, "A place where intelli-
gence is an asset, not a liability."
Greenwood is definitely an
asset here, helping to make the
campus aware of its
multiculturalism in effective
ways. "I don't know what else
we can do here to change things
besides being active and posi-
tive," he said. "If nothing else,
we're making this a better place
for those who come after us."
a small biography of Mr. Kluge in
the book."
Rohla began to wonder why
the author would include a biogra-
phy for a fake pen name, and she
began her search to see if Kluge
was an actual writer. She found
numerous sites about him that listed
books and various. articles he had
written. Rohla also discovered that
Kluge is currently a professor at
Kenyon and immediately contacted
him.
Rohla brought all of her infor-
mation to Joyce soon after she'd
contacted Kluge, but Joyce still
refused to acknowledge his exist-
ence. Rohla claims that Joyce told
her someone else was responding
to her in Kluge's name and that
Kenyon College was just a front.
Joyce said that she had visited the
Penguin Publishers website and
had found nothing about Kluge.
Rohla, extremely frustrated at
this point, got in touch with Kluge
once again, and he suggested that
she show her professor a recent
National Geographic in which he
had an article and a picture. On the
Monday before Thanksgiving,
Rohla brought the evidence to
Joyce and during the class period,
Joyce announced there actually was
a P. F. Kluge.
The fiasco over Kluge's exist-
ence, which had been going on in
Joyce's class for a number of years,
finally ended two weeks ago.
"It was a funny little phenom-
enon," admitted Kluge. "People
were taking pilgrimages to Kenyon
just to see me, and at the same time,
I'm hearing denials of my exist-
ence from California." While
Kluge was honored to be put in the
company of people like Frederick
Crews or David Lodge, he was
glad Rohlafinally convinced Joyce
to give credit where it was de-
served.
"I thought it was a practical
joke, as if someone was playing a
game with me," said Kluge. "I
hope the discovery that I exist
wasn't too much of a disappoint-
ment."
In fact, P.F. Kluge does exist,
and is alive and kicking at Kenyon
College. "I'm sorry that the game's
over. It would be fun to disappear
again and be rediscovered. It's chal-
lenging to be asked to demonstrate
that you're alive, and writing."
fhe Socfal Scene
The time is dwindling as exams approach, and more impor-
tantly, Christmas Break draws near. Students brush the dust off
their books and head to the library as the days get shorter and the
weather gets colder. However, we hold onto those precious
weekends to warm our weary hearts and maintain at least a shred
of sanity. Though the popular places to find students this time of
year are quiet study areas, some students did manage to brave the
cold and check out what was going on this weekend.
This past weekend welcomed Kenyon's first Winter Send
Off, the December counterpart to the famous Summer Send Off
held in the spring. Though in essence there was no comparison
between the two, Winter Send Off provided a fun night for many
students. Highlights included performances by Waiting for
Molly, Lenny and the southern rock band Dakkota, which kept
the Great Hall alive till late. Winter Send Off had a great turnout
and it seemed successful in raising money and goods for its
cause. Parties were also abundant, and as you stumbled home (or
maybe never made it home) that night, Friday offered a deGnite
change of pace for some from the academic chaos of the
preceding week.
Saturday night festivities offered fun for all ages. The ball
in Peirce Hall gave students a chance to mix with other Knox
County residents. It provided for many the feeling of a traditional
waltz, both for beginners and masters of the dance floor. Parties
on North campus were another option for those who wanted to
dance in a little different way.
With one more weekend before finals begin, it comes time
to make that tough decision to reach for the books or reach for the
beer. The lucky ones will find a way to fit both in. Life on the Hill
is characterized by working hard and partying hard. A way to
look at finals is a big chance for many students to make up for all
the missed assignments and screwed up tests due to having a bit
too much fun this semester. So finals can be our friend. Ok, we
can't go as far as to say that, but looking at them that way makes
them seem a lot nicer.
Good luck to everyone with the studying, cramming, pan-
icking and the hell-breaking-loose-insa- nity that may ensue in the
near future. And to those of you who go beyond even that, see
you at the Cove.
So, how are YOU going to procrastinate this weekend?
The Collegian's anonymous party-goer- s
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Fall dance concert focuses on group work
BY ANN HEBERT
Staff Writer
The fall dance concert prom-
ises to include a myriad of talented
and exciting performances. With
both veteran and first time chore-
ographers and dancers, the show,
which is to be performed tonight,
tomorrow and Saturday in the Hill
Theater at 8 p.m., has a little some-
thing for every taste.
The dances are the creation of
six different choreographers, and
while some share common themes,
the show itself retains a lot of
diversity.
"The pieces in the concert are
all a little different, but there seems
to be a lot of group work," said
Mary Jacobsen '00.
"Expect to see everything
from ballet skirts to tie-dy- e, and
hear everything from violins to
men yelling," said Carrie Brueck
'00. The concert will include the
presentation of Brueck's and
Jacobson's dance theses.
Senior voice recital
BY SETH SW1HART
Staff Writer
If you are looking for a musi-
cal event that will cater to all of
your senses then look no further.
Sunday at 2 p.m. in Storer Hall,
voice students Dan Nickerson '00
and Jeana Visel '01 will be per-
forming their semester's work.
The recital will include works
in many different languages with
many different moods and feejings.
Some of the languages that will be
heard include Russian, Latin, Ital-
ian and German.
Visel will be singing about a
dozen songs and Nickerson a few
less than that. The songs will be
sung in sets so that the program will
- ft 'V VI v
Jeana Visel '01 and Dan Nickerson
What: KCDC Dance
Concert
When: Tonight,
tomorrow and
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
Breuck's piece is titled "Re-
lease," and contains three sections
with three different types of mu-
sic. "I'm not saying more because
I don't want any preconceived
notions when people watch it,"
said Brueck. The dance includes
seven dancers: seniors Emily
Chambers, Elizabeth Hire and
Caroline Smitherman, Erika Plank
'01, Camielle Green '02 and first
year students Betsy Brandt and
Leah Cohen.
Marking Jacobsen's third stint
as choreographer, her piece is di- -
be a nice mix of both voices. As an
appropriate finale the last two
pieces performed are duets be-
tween Visel and Nickson.
Both students have been tak-
ing voice lessons since their first
years on campus. Visel has been
wanting to put on a concert since
last year, but has not had the chance
until now. As Nickerson explains
it, "I just got sucked into the whole
thing; that is the best way to de-
scribe it."
In order to put on this re-
cital, the songs had to be picked by
the beginning of this year and the
recital content and venue had to be
approved by the music department.
"I was more nervous about that
than the recital," Visel said.
'00. Eddy Eckart
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Erika Plank '01, Camille Green '02,
Caroline Smitherman '00 and Betsy
vided into three section as well.
"It's a music visualization which is
just a way of saying that I'm trying
to transpose quite literally the mu-
sic into a physical (visual)
medium," said Jacobsen. Jacobsen
and Gelsey Lynn '00 will provide
violin accompaniment for dancers
seniors Amanda Gilvin and Sonja
Thomsen, juniors Melissa Hurley
and Kristen Orr, Katie Patt '02 and
first year students Sarah May and
Katie Watson.
Visiting Assistant Professorof
Dance Greg Halloran is presenting
his first dance at Kenyon. He has
chosen this dance "to show that
one, men do dance, and two, to
explore the more masculine and
'Ambitious'
BY SARAH HART
A&E Editor
The last day of classes will
culminate, for some, with the
Chamber Spring Ensemble con-
cert in Storer Recital Hall Tuesday
at 8 p.m. Under the direction of
Adjunct Instructor of Music
Sabrina Lackey, the ensemble will
perform a variety of chamber mu-
sic from baroque to more modern
examples.
"I try to vary styles, vary com-
posers as much as I possibly can,"
said Lackey.
Lackey has directed the en-
semble for the past two and
half years. The size and thrust
of the group varies from se-
mester to semester. This year's
group iscomposedofsixmusi-cians- .
"This semester is by far the
most ambitious so far," said
Lackey. "There is more diverse
Classic, swinging5 and
BY SARAH HART
A&E Editor
For those students looking to
unwind from the last two weeks of
exams and term papers, the Kenyon
Jazz Ensemble will provide the
perfect outlet. The ensemble will
perform their first concert of the
year next Thursday, Dec. 16 at 8
p.m. in Rosse Hall Auditorium.
Under the direction of Adjunct
Instructor of Music Jim Ed Cobbs,
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Leah Cohen '03, Elizabeth Hire '00, Emily Chambers '00,
Brandt '03 rehearse for Carrie Brueck's dance piece.
sensitive sides of masculinity ."The
men in his piece are juniors Todd
Juengling and J.P. Magenis and
sophomores Solomon Smilack,
Mike Sriprasert and Alex York.
Visiting Assistant Professor
of Dance Amy Wittrock, who is
directing the show, also choreo-
graphed a piece entitled
"Panthalassa," which is set to the
music of Miles Davis' 1969-197- 3
period. While she herself will be
performing a solo within the larger
dance, Meredith Weaver '01,
sophomores Lindsay Balsamo,
Camielle Green and Meredith Wil-
son and Elizabeth Wilkinson '03,
will also be dancing. "The dance
is charged both emotionally and
concert by string ensemble
literature, music that's not so in-
credibly impossible that it can't be
learned, but challenging enough so
no one is bored with it."
Taking into consideration the
academic and extracurricular envi-
ronment at Kenyon which she
views as very high Lackey tries
to balance the music so that stu-
dents will be able to put in the
outside rehearsal time.
"It's so incredibly rewarding
to hear them at the end of every
semester," said Lackey. "My first
love is chamber music. Chamber
ensembles are what really move
me, my heart's passion as far as
music goes. It's neat to see kids get
into the music as much as they
have been."
The string ensemble is a fairly
small group, which Lackey enjoys.
"I try to give each player their own
parts," said Lackey. "This gives
them the ability to hear themselves.
A chamber ensemble makes a
this year's ensemble is composed
of eleven musicians.
"It's somewhere in between
a Big Band, which would be an
eighteen piece, and a smaller jazz
ensemble," said Cobbs. "But it's
good in some ways. It makes
each individual more responsible
because they include music by
artists such as John Coltrane,
Miles Davis, George Gershwin,
Herbie Hancock and Sonny
Rawlins.
EddyEckan
physically and will provide a ki
nesthetic experience for the
audience," Wittrock explained.
Wilson will present her first
work at Kenyon in this concert.
According to Wilson, she is doing
it "just for fun." She described her
dance as a "musical visualization
to the African soundsof Ladysmith
Black Mambazo and Paul Simon,
Those dancing in her piece are
seniors Carrie Brueck and Man
Jacobson, and sophomores Torrey
Androski, Lindsay Balsamo.
Camielle Green and Betsy
Tohinaka. "It is a lot of fun to work
with the dancers here and to be
able to participate in the concert,'
said Wilson.
person better as an individual
player because you can hear
yourself better. It is an intimate
form of conversation and co-
mmunication."
With only three or four play- -
pre in
... each omun. the emohasiSISo r ' 1
very much on each individual and
many personal styles and opinions
are worked into each piece.
"Instead of one person direc-
ting, it's the entire ensemble," saic
Lackey. "Everyone is as much;
leader as a follower this involve;
giving as much as receiving."
Players include violinists
Gelsey Lynn '00 and KimTsaousis
'02, Lauren Coil '02 on the viola
cellists Shoshana Daniels '03 an;
Megan Dieterich '00 and bassis:
Colin McLear '00. A few othe:
performers, colleagues o:
Lackey's, will be added to the pr-
ogram for the concert in order to fn
out the instrumentation require'
ments.
all that jazz
"We have classic, swings
type jazz, mixing with Latin i-
nfluences and one really mode-pie- ce
called 'Peculiar' by J
Scofield," said Cobbs. "The li-
terature spans from the early 4-t- o
the 90s."
One of the highlights of'
concert will be M"c:
Gastelumendi '03 singi
Gershwin's "Summertime" a-
ccompanied by Doran Danoff
on the piano.
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Creeks present 'smorgasbord'
BY MIKE CIUNI
Staff Writer
Kenyon's female a capella
group, the Owl Creeks, will
perform their winter concert
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Rosse
Hall.
' Owl Creek co-presid- ent Emily
Van Hook '01 said the program
will feature an array of songs by
popular artists such as Lauryn Hill,
Prince, Bonnie Raitt and The Po-
lice. The Owl Creeks arrange all
the songs themselves.
According to musical director
Kaliis Smith '01, the program will
be "chock full o' soul."
Kate Gross '01 added that the
concert will have great percussion
as well. In fact, she said, more
percussion than "since the begin-
ning of time."
The group features ten mem-
bers with only one senior,
Cleoanne Estrera '00. Also fea-
tured in the program will the
The anti-intellect- ual
BY ADAM ATWELL
Staff Writer
Tomorrow and Saturday in
Gund Commons at 8 p.m. there
will be a production of the hit com-
edy The Compleat Wrks of Wllm
Shkspr (abridged). This play, di-
rected by Lauren Hines '02 and
starring seniors Trevor Biship,
Emily Martin and Jared Saltman,
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Emily Martin '00 and Trevor Biship
What: Owl Creeks
Concert
When: Tomorrow, 7
p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
Auditorium
debut song of the group's two
"newbies," Emily Buck '03 and
Molly McCammon '02. This
song is a secret, but Gross prom-
ises it will be a soulful, "beat
boxin'" little ditty.
The Creeks kick off a busy
weekend with their program in
Rosse. The following night they
will appear at the ALSO coffee-
house (see article below)..
In addition to the busy per-
formance schedule the Owl
Creeks will be releasing "On
is a high-octan- e romp through all
37 plays of William Shakespeare
in less than two hours.
An LA. Times critic described
the play "Shakespeare as written
by Monty Python, acted by the
Marx Brothers, and performed at
the speed of the minute waltz," The
Compleat Wrks is the longest run-
ning comedy in London's famous
West End.
Lauren Hines
'00 parade through Peirce in drag.
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Kaliis Smith '01, Kyra Whitson '01,
Van Hook '01, Kate Gross '01, Cleo
Point," a retrospective album of
the group's work from 1996-199- 9,
sometime before the end
of the semester. The album fea- -
Shakespeare aims for laughs
'Many plays are designed specifically to elicit
a strong emotional response from the mem-
bers of the audience. This is not one of those
plays.'
Jared Saltman '00
"Working on this play is the
most fun I've ever had in a show,"
said Hines. "We came up with a
lot of wacky ideas, most of which
were based on the philosophy of
'Wouldn't it be hilarious to do this
on stage!?'"
With a gangster rap take on
Othello and audience participation
as the id, ego and superego of
Ophelia, there are plenty of anach-
ronistic surprises up these players'
sleeves.
Saltman reflected, "Many
ALSO coffeehouse, auction
BY SARAH HART
A&E Editor
This Saturday ALSO offers
not only a study-brea- k, but also a
chance to get started on Christmas
gift shopping. From 10 p.m. until 1
a.m. ALSO will host its annual
coffeehouse and silent auction in
Gund Commons.
Students can enjoy the musi-
cal talent of campus groups such
as the Chasers, Company and the
Owl Creeks, as well as the indi-
vidual performances of students
such as Michael Wingate '01 and
sophomores Jeremy Hawkins and
Chris Meyers.
Readings will be given by
Courtney McKee '03 and seniors
Chris Cook, Scott Kenemore and
Amanda Loy.
Sketch comedy group 1033
will also perform.
The silent auction will consist
of tables set up with the auctioned
items. Bidders may write their
of a capella music
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Maggie Lukens '02, Emily. Buck '03, Hilary. Ervin. '01, Emily.
Estrera '00, Mia Clark '02 and Molly McCammon '02.
turesa vast variety of tunes from, of music. The disc will cost
Kate Bush to Stevie Wonder. Ac- - $15.00 and those interested can
cording to McCammon, the contact Van Hook or co-presi-alb- um
will be "a smorgasbord" dent Hilary Ervin '01.
plays are designed specifically to
elicit a strong emotional response
from the members of the audience.
This is not one of those plays. It's
stupid and really funny, perfect for
a student body getting ready for
their final exams." Stating the ob-
vious he adds, "There is honestly
nothing more impressive than
Trevor Biship in drag."
Sexual innuendo, severed
body parts and men in dresses are
just part of a proper homage to the
man responsible for so many hours
tit mm 'Mo 3
What: ALSO coffee
house
When: Saturday, 10 p.m.
Where: Gund Commons
name and bid on a sheet of paper
next to each item. At the end of the
night, whoever has the highest bid,
gets the item.
The auction will include novel
items such as a signed copy of
Family Outing by Chastity Bono,
donated by An Open Book. Gift
certificates to Columbus hotspots
such as An Open Book and Out on
Main will also be among the auc-
tioned items.
People from the Kenyon com-
munity have also donated a wide
range of services. Highlights in-
clude two weeks worth of laundry
done by Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Cheryl Steele, five tarot card
I T 'J
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What: The Compleat
Wrks ofWllm Shkspi
(abridged)
When: Tomorrow and
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Gund
Commons
of intensive Cliff's Notes study.
Since all the world's a stage
anyway, come on down to Gund
Commons this weekend and see
what the real players can do. The
exam season is ripe for academic
mockery; support this wonderful
contribution to our common cause.
readings by Lauren Hines '02, a day
of meals prepared by Kaliis Smith
'01 and a serenade by the
Kokosingers.
"Plus," said co-presid- ent Eric
Harberson '01, "we'll be auction-
ing off a date with the ALSO
co-presid- ent of your choice: either
me, Gil Reyes '01 or Ann
Palcisco '02."
"It was Eric's idea," said
Reyes. "He's been wanting to do it
all year."
Palcisco countered, "It was
Gil's idea. He's the one who can't
get a date."
Buttons, postcards and stick--j
ers will also be for sale at the.
coffeehouse.
Refreshments, such coffee and
banana bread, will be provided by
the Red Door.
The proceeds from the cof
feehouse will go towards covering
events for next semester, such asl
speaker Kenyon alum Laura Noah)
'96.
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Cornerstones concert heralds holiday season
BY ERIC HARBERSON
StaffWriter
The spirit of the season will
be made musical by the Corner-
stones in theirconcert this Sunday
at 7:30 p.m. in Storer Recital Hall.
The Christmas Concert, which is
quickly becoming a Kenyon tradi-
tion, comes from a group that is
less than two years old. Although
it is referred to as a Christmas
Concert, the Cornerstones will be
performing both Christmas and
non-Christm- as songs.
Pat Schneider '01 founded the
group last year out of a desire to
celebrate God.
"We praise God through our
music," said Erica Rail '01, presi-
dent of the group. "That's what
makes us different."
"We want to introduce people
to Christianity through song," said
Rhoda Raji '02, one of the new
members of the group. The three
other new members, all first-year- s,
are Monica Gastelumendi, Phillip
Ross and Erica Weston. The new
'
members will sing a new song,
prepared without the rest of the
group.
"We always have a traditional
Gabrieli Consort revives 17th Century holiday music
1 '.- -f4 A.
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Gabrieli Consort.
Stairwells
BY POPPY FRY
StaffWriter
Following years of funky folk
tradition, the Stairwells will
present their annual first semester
'concert next Wednesday, Decem-
ber 15, at 9:11 p.m. in the KC
Theater
Blending classic rock and
$ "neo-funk- ," the Stairwells will be
singing from a diverse set of fa-
vorites, including songs by the
Beatles, Bob Dylan, the Grateful
Dead and other contemporary art-
ists, according to Anne Morrlssy
'01.
"Classic-roc- k is the avenue
we're taking here," said Morrissy,
although the group remains true to
their folk heritage. This laid-bac- k,
What: Cornerstones
Concert
When: Sunday, 7:30
p.m.
Where': Storer Recital
Hall
number for the experience-challenge- d
Cornerstones," said
Schneider.
Other members of the group
include vice-preside- nt Renee Shoaf
'02, musical director Jessica Huff
'02and Molly McNamara '01, Chris
Meyers '02 and Adam Sapp '02.
"There will be a good mix of
popularand traditional Christmas
songs," said Sapp. "There are
songs for a variety of people."
"Everyone's invited," added
Rail.
"Plus," interjected Schneider,
"we'll be singing the gospel song
'So Good,' which was a big hit at
the Parents' Weekend cabaret."
The solo for that song will be per-
formed by Raji.
"That's the great thing about
-
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concert blends classic
What: Stairwells
Concert
When: Wednesday,
Dec. 15, 9:11 p.m.
Where: KC Theater
low key event will be the last in a
series of concerts by the campus's
many musical groups.
The Stairwells are excited to
present this year's newest mem-
bers, Celsea Wurster '02 and Jason
Rabin '03. Along with current
members seniors Cleo Estrera and
Charlie Walsh, Kaliis Smith '01
and sophomores Jeremy I lawkins
1
v .
Clockwise from top, center: Adam Sapp '02, Erica Weston '03, Jessica Huff' 02, Erica Rail '01,
Phillip Ross '03, Rhoda Raji '03, Chris Meyers '02, Molly McNamara '01, Renee Shoaf '02 and
Monica Gastelumendi '03.
this group," said Ross. "You hear
great arrangements from all the
other members." Library and
Technology Consultant Chris
Barth '93 and Visiting Assistant
Professor of Music Ted Buehrer
'91 also arranged pieces for the
TT
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Hanya Chlala
and Brant Russell, the Stairwells
promise what Wurster refers to as a
"fuller sound" with all vocal parts
represented.
Founded in 1988by "renegade
Chasers," the Stairwells recently
celebrated their tenth anniversary,
according to Morrissy. In 1999, the
Stairwells are still a fresh alterna-
tive to acapella tradition. They blend
vocal music with guitar and other
instruments, performing everything
from contemporary hits to "honest
to God folk songs," according to
Wurster.
Stairwells concerts have tradi-
tionally had a more casual feel than
most other musical events on cam-
pus. The focus remains on
enjoyment of the music by both
performers and the audience.
-u
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Christmas Concert. During his
years at Kenyon, Barth served as
the musical director for the Chas-
ers. '
"This show, we have a good
balance between small group and
large group songs," said Sapp.
BY ERIC HARBERSON
StaffWriter
Tuesday at 8 p.m. the Gabrieli
Consort, performers of Renais-
sance and Baroque music, will
perform in the Church of the Holy
Spirit as the first of the Taylor
Concert Scries. The concert is free
and open to the public.
The Gabrieli Consort, directed
by Paul McCreesh, is famous for
reconstructions of concerts from
the 16th and 17th Centuries. The
concert, "Lutheran Christmas
Mass", will highlight music of
Michael Praetorius, an early 17th
Century composer. It is a recre-
ation of a Christmas morning
service as it may have been heard
in central Germany around 1620.
rock and "neo-funk- "
With Estrera newly returned
from Leeds, England, the Stair-
wells have taken on an
international flair. According to
Hawkins, the group has been in-
fluenced by Eastern Europe, and
will perform one song address-
ing "the Defenestration of
Are you
'3 MS
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Eddy Eckart
"We also have a song accom-
panied by violins," said Meyers.
The group often goes back and forth
between a capella songs and those
accompanied by guitar or piano.
"And the acoustics in Storer
are great," said Huff.
"It's a really large group at
least, much larger than what we
usually get at Kenyon," said Office
Manager and Applied Music Pro-
gram Coordinator Judy
Brandenburg.
The group's most famous re-
cording, "A Venetian Coronation,"
is the recreation of the music which
accompanied the coronation cer-
emony of Marino Grimani to the
Venetian throne in 1595.
A pre-conce- rt talk, also in the
Church of the Holy Spirit, will be
given by Assistant Professor of
Music Dane Heuchemer at 7:30
p.m.
Come to the chapel to hear this
internationally-renowne- d en-
semble in celebration of the holiday
season.
Prague."
Regardless of your knowledge
of Eastern European history, the
concert promises something for
everyone. Wurster recommends it
as a study break, and a chance to
"get together, sing some songs and
share some music."
a writer ?
E-m-
ail HARBERSONE
or MORRISSYA.
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Keene and
BY BEN KEENE
AND CASSIE WAGNER
Music Critics
In the spirit of the list-maki- ng
that always seems to accom-
pany the end of any notable period
of time be it year, decade, cen-
tury or millennium we have
compiled a list of the 19 records
released in the 1990s we would
take with us if we were going to
be stranded on a desert island,
with nary a music store in sight.
If we like them that much, they
can't be all that bad, can they?
The list is in no particular order,
of course.
Sleater-Kinney,D- g Me Out (Kill
Rock Stars)
On this slab of real girl power, the
Pacific Northwest trio prove them-
selves one of the most innovative
and exciting bands in memory.
Tangled guitars, straightforward
drumming and gutsy vocals de-
signed to make your decade.
Fugazi, Red Medicine (Dischord)
Bridging the distance between
their hardcore roots and their am-
bient leanings, Red Medicine is
these D.C. legends in peak form.
Challenging guitar rock that every-
one should hear.
Hepcat, Right on Time (Hellcat)
Put on your dancing shoes, crank
up your stereo and get ready to
Maybe one day we will sell
1 to 3 days.
Wagner's
have some fun with this feel-goo- d
record from one of America's best
ska bands. The welcome musical
cure for any case of cabin fever.
Lotion, Nobody 's Cool (SpinArt)
The lyrics are a mystery, but, for
this quartet of graphic artists, the
word "genius" comes to mind.
Odd time signatures, twisted gui-
tars and absolutely unique vocals
combine to create one of the great
guitar pop records of the decade
or perhaps beyond.
Radiohead, The Bends (Capitol)
Oft-imitate- d, but never duplicated,
Radiohead's second album is a
shining example of what a rock
record should be. Big rockers and
soaring ballads spin a magic web
as only Radiohead can.
Liz Phair, Whip-Sma- rt (Mata-
dorAtlantic)
Exile in Guyville created the for-
mula, Whip-Sma- rt brings it to life.
Better production lets Phair's po-
etic observations and deadpan
singing shine through.
Wilco, Being There (Reprise)
Standing at the crossroads of rock
and country, these Chicagoans re-
member American music as it was
before arena tours and MTV. This
two-C- D set features some of the
old, more of the new, borrowing
the Midwest's mettle and making
it blue.
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desert island discs of
Jawbreaker, 24-Ho- ur Revenge
Therapy (TupeloCommunion)
Pained and poetic, here's a Cali-
fornia punk band that doesn't
sound like Green Day. Able to imi-
tate the roar of a jet engine as well
as the momentary quiet of a city
just before dawn, the band fell vic-
tim to a major label, but not be-
fore they left their imprint on those
hunting for the essence of rock.
Brendan Benson, One Missis-
sippi (Virgin)
He sings. He's three-quarte- rs
crazy. He has trouble writing a bad
song. This one album is his total
recorded output, but it's all he
needs in our opinion. It's catchy
guitar pop for the damaged kid in
all of us.
PJ Harvey, Dry (Indigo)
The tiny British songwriter with
the big voice and huge guitar
sound taps into a vein of primal
energy on her first record. Aggres-
sively female, she skewers stereo-
types rather than falling prey to
them. Harvey's is an original voice
that demands to be heard.
Apples in Stereo, Fun Trick
Noisemaker (SpinArt)
Leaders of the neo-psychede- lic
revival, if it sounds weird, they've
probably tried it. Using the Beach
Boys' sunny pop as a starting
point, the Apples spawned a do-it-your- self
revolution in music where
anyone with a fuzz box and half
an idea can make a record. Simple
yet inventive, they just do it better
than the rest.
Sunny Day Real Estate, Diary
(SubPop)
You can blame these guys for the
whole emo trend. But the fact re-
mains that Diary is a better record
than any of the copycats, painting
the dark corners of the soul in
shades of distorted guitar and de-
cisive rhythms.
Scrawl, Travel On, Rider
(Elektra)
Hard-workin- g rockers from Co-
lumbus, Ohio, they have survived
everything the music business could
throw at them since before "women
in rock" was a big deal. Tough,
jagged rock songs and gentle bal-
lads about life as we live it.
Sugar, Copper Blue (Rykodisc)
The debut album from Bob "the
man who invented alternative gui-
tar" Mould's post-Husk- er Du band
hits with the force of a runaway
Mack truck. Five perfect rock
songs blow it open and the remain-
ing five that follow aren't too
shabby.
Jawbox, My Scrapbook ofFatal
Accidents (DeSoto)
This "best of and b-si- des compi-
lation from these D.C. warriors
crafts a portrait of a group on mis
GDnese TjptfncseSg nCs to
the 1990s
sion in bold strokes. No other band
rocks with the same sort of rhyth-
mic and vocal intensity.
Weezer, Weezer (DGC)
Move to California. Write songs
about girls. Sell millions of records
based on a sweater fetish. Become
inspiration for those nostalgic foi
the garage band. No surprises: jusl
sincerity, a sense of humor and
ebullient melodies.
Rancid, ..And Out Come tht
Wolves (Epitaph)
Brazen and to the point, the thirc
record from these Southern Cali-
fornia veterans triggered after-
shocks that still can be felt in tht
ska and punk scenes. Music tha?
crossed over from the mosh pit tc
the mall.
Sebadoh, Harmacy (SubPop)
Indie rock's most schizophrenic
band comes up with a collectior
that is nearly equal parts prima
scream therapy and melancholj
pop. Just sit back and enjoy th
paradoxes.
Pearl Jam, Yield (Epic)
Okay, we flipped a coin to decide
on this last one. After reinvent
ing themselves several times
everyone's favorite Seattle-ite- ;
settle on a comfortably lived-i- t
style of rock, following the lyrica
progression of a vocalist reaching
for the answer within the music.
Ibsidl
cars, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You can save up to 40, and you'll get your books in
Not ttiGt you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 1 00 guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.
SAVE UP TO 40 ON TEXTBOOKS.
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Thursday Hanukkah Candle Dghting Ceremony, sponsored by Hillcl. Peirce Study,
6 p.m.
Friday Soul Food Cafe, sponsored by BSU. Snowden Multicultural Center, tickets
on sale at SAC office, 7 p.m.
International Human Rights Day Vigil, sponsored by Crozier and
Amnesty International. Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.
Thursday . Dance: Fall Dance Concert, Hill Theater, 8 p.m. (also playing at same
time & place on Friday and Saturday)
Friday . Concert: Owl Creek Singers, Rosse Hall, 7 p.m.
Crozier Coffeehouse, Crozier Center, 1 0 p.m.
Drama: The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged),
sponsored by Gambier Repertory Ensemble Actors Theater. Gund
Commons, 8 p.m.
Saturday Coffeehouse, sponsored by ALSO. Gund Lounge, 10 p.m.
Card Tournament, sponsored by Late Nite Programming. Lower
Dempsey, 10 p.m.
Film: "The X-File- s," sponsored by Late Nite Programming. Higley
Auditorium, 10 p.m.
Sunday Stage Femmes Study Break, sponsored by Stage Femmes. Crozier
Center, 1 p.m.
Concert: The Cornerstones Christmas Concert, Storer Hall,
7:30 p.m.
Concert: Senior Voice Recital, sponsored by the Music department.
Storer Hall, 3 p.m.
Monday Concert: Gabrieu Concert, Church of the Holy Spirit, 8 p.m.
Tuesday Concert: Kenyon Chamber String Ensemble, Storer Hall, 8 p.m.
Wednesday Concert: The Stairwells, KC Theater, 9 p.m.
Menu for Friday
Tomato-Lent-il Soup
Savory Cheese Frittata
Salad
Maple Praline Cream Cake
Cafe Chocolat
$5.00, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., 201 W. Brooklyn
5
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Thursday . Shuckin' Bubba, Flannagans, 6835 Caine Rd., Columbus
Somerset Band, Hawk's Taverne at the Mill, 431 S. Columbus St.,
Lancaster
Conspiracy, Ludlows, 485 S. Front St., Columbus
The Reaganomics, Ludlows, 485 S. Front St., Columbus
Jack Fife, Victory's, 543 S. High St., Columbus
Friday . Welfare Gypsies, High Beck Tavern, 564 S. High St., Columbus
TheWebsters, Flannagans, 6835 Caine Rd., Columbus
The Why Store, Ludlows, 485 S. Front St., Columbus
Stonebyrd, Short North Tavern, 674 N. High St., Columbus
Saturday Indigo Girls, Veteran's Memorial, 300 W Broad St., Columbus
Johnny Clueless, Ludlows, 485 S. Front St., Columbus
The Reaganomics, Flannagans, 6835 Caine Rd., Columbus
Wednesday Jimmie's Chicken Shack, Newport Music Hall, 1722 N. High St.,
Columbus
Thursday, December 9, 1999
Friday Holiday Exhibition and Tour (through December 30), display of
19th century ornaments with guided tours in Victorian tradition.
Kelton House Museum and Garden, 586 E. Town St., Columbus
Christmas at Ohio Village, (through December 23), holiday events
including candelight tours and singing. Ohio Historical Society,
Critical Eye, Delaware Cultural Arts Center, 190 W. Winter St.,
Delaware
Alice in Wonderland: A Grand and Curious Chess Set, Colum-
bus Museum of Art, 480 E. Broad St., Columbus
Saturday The Nutcracker Suite, BalletMet, Ohio Theatre, 39 E. State St.,
Columbus
Sunday Spectacular St. Petersburg: 100 Years of Russian Theatre
Design (through January 30), exhibition of costumes and sketches from
Russian ballets and operas. Columbus Museum of Art, 480 E. Broad
St., Columbus
Y2K Millennium Survival Show, Veterans Memorial, 300 W. Broad
St., Columbus
Marketpro Computer Show and Sale, Ohio Expo Center
Holiday in Lights (through January 1), a drive-throu- gh holiday light
show with over 70,000 lights. Griggs Reservoir
Original Soundtrack Bicentennial Man
Original Soundtrack Man on the Moon
Original Soundtrack The Green Mile
Amyth The World Is Ours
Eiffel 65 Europop
Ghostface KlLLAH Supreme Clientele
Lauren Hoffman From the Blue House
Juvenile The G-Co- de
KlNCAID Kincaid Plays Super Hawaii
Krust Coded Language
George Michael Songs For the Last Century
Michael Ross Silver Screen Serenades
Saturine American Kestrel
Aerin Tedseco Angels and Allegories
YUNGSTAS Thowed Yung Playa Screwed
VARIOUS ARTISTS Absolutely the Best ofthe British Invasion
Various Artists Don't Tread on Me
Various Artists No Limit XMas
Release Dates Courtesy of Ice Magazine.
i
Cradle Will Rock (Hank Azaria, Joan Cusack) Set in New York City in 1936,
several story lines recreate the cultural revolution of the times. Rated R.
Duece Bigalow: Male Gigolo (Rob Schneider) A man takes over me clientele ofa prominent
LA escort.
Diamonds (Kirk Douglas, Dan Aykroyd) A former boxing champion sets out to find
thirteen stolen diamonds he had buried in a mobster's home.
The Green Mile (Tom Hanks) Based on Stephen King's serial novel, a former prison
guard recalls his job of overseeing executions. Rated R.
Release Dates Courtesy of Entertainment Columbus.
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Swimmers rock at
BY JESSE DONALDSON
Senior Staff Writer
The Kenyon College Lords'
and Ladies' swim team traveled to
Oxford for Miami University of
Ohio's sixth annual Invitational last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
with the men posting a victory and
the women earning a hard fought
second-plac- e .
Both teams led on the end of
the first and second days of the
meet, but an extremely narrow La-
dies' lead faded away on the final
day as Miami of took the lead for
good with first place finishes in the
200 medley relay, 200 breaststroke
and 200 backstroke. The men
avenged a close loss against Miami
in November with the win and
showed that the team continues to
improve as the season progresses.
The Lords were led by a strong
performance by Lloyd Baron '01,
who won the 50 meter freestyle in
a time of 20:60. Baron also helped
the Lords gain first place in the 400
and 200 medley relays with help
from Estevao Avila '02, Michael
Bonomo '02, Chris Brose '02 and
Derrick Bollinger '00. The group
dominated the meet's relay events
as their performance turned out to
be a key part of Kenyon's victory.
Avila added a victory in the 200
backstroke to his victories in the
relays as he prepares for a big meet
in his home country of Brazil.
Lords captains Colby Genrich '00
and Mike Holter '00 also continued
to swim well during their final sea-
son and Brett Holcomb '01 earned
his personal best in the 200 breast-strok- e.
The Lords showed no mercy as
they steadily increased their lead on '
Miami and the rest of the competi-
tion as the meet continued. Instead
of giving Miami a chance to eke out
a victory as in November, the Lords
controlled the final day of the meet
and extended their victory to an 200
point difference from the second
place RedHawks (875-675- ). Nu-
merous Kenyon men qualified for
nationals during the meet as they
continue on the quest for another
national title.
The Ladies' had a harder time
as the RedHawks earned an 80 point
victory, 829-74- 9. However, the La-
dies' made a strong showing against
the in-sta- te Division I rival, as nu-
merous Ladies' earned personal
bests and qualified for nationals, in-
cluding Sarah Retrum '03, Clair
Tindal '03, Ashley Rowatt '03,
Andreana Prichard '01 and Sarah
Steen '01.
The Ladies' led off the meet
with Sarah Leone '01 swimming a
personal best in her leg of the 4x200
freestyle relay, an event she won in
individual competition. Neala
Kendall '01 swam a personal best
in the mile, beating her previous best
time by 10 seconds and posted an-
other personal best in the 500
freestyle. Erica Carroll '01, who
was not shaved or tapered, was able
to win the 100 backstroke with a re
Miami
spectable time of 58:42.
It seemed after the first two
days the Ladies' were poised to
make a strong showing in the final
day of the meet and pull out a vic-
tory against the Miami squad. How-
ever, things didn't work out and they
had to settle for a well-deserv- ed sec-
ond. "We had a great team effort,"
said Kendall. "It was really fun to
see what all our frosh could do. A
number of them really proved them-
selves and stepped it up. However,
I know there was not a swim at Mi-
ami that cannot be improved upon
at our conference or national meet
in February and March."
Both the Kenyon men and
women will be out of action for
awhile: for their next meet they will
travel to the University of North
Carolina Jan. 12 to face tough Divi-
sion I competition in preparation for
their North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence Championships.
Ladies: Mt.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
the victory, "The game against Al-
legheny on Saturday was a tremen-
dous team effort. Everyone played
extremely well, but more impor-
tantly we all played well together.
There was always someone ready
to step up and help out on defense.
It was a great game and a great win
for us."
Wittman continued, "I'm re-
ally excited about the season, and
SW08SIFf!O
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Nationals :Remaly
runs excellent race
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
After passing four rival run-
ners on a large hill, and with 200 ,
meters left before the finish,
Remaly "put it into high gear and
flew by about 10 guys," he said.
Sheridan concurred that
Remaly's kick was amazing and
added: "Remaly has the potential
to be the greatest Kenyon cross
country runner ever."
Head Coach Duane Gomez
agrees that "Nationals went really
well for Greg. He ran a smart race
by going out fast and relaxed, not
killing himself in the beginning.
He recovered well for a very
strong finish. Most often, fresh-
men fall apart at the big meet, but
he kept his composure for a very
fine performance."
"Greg has had an outstanding
season. He's shown that he really
knows how to taper well. But his
Union next
about playing with this great
team. We are all really close and
that helps us out on the court as
well. I think that we have the ca-
pability to surprise a lot of people
this year if we continue to im-
prove and play well together."
The Ladies next host Mount
Union College Wed., Dec. 22 at
2 p.m. Conference play resumes
Tues., Jan. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at
Hiram College.
M
know the drill: Go to class.YouGet the assignment. Inherit the
brain dead. Have a meeting. Lose the
notes. Open a vein. Sound familiar?
Try XrDrive. The world's first free
Internet hard drive on the desktop. It delivers anywhere, anytime
access from any Web ready computer.
Wouldn't it be easier if everyone had access to the same files,
notes, and timetables no matter where they are on campus? No
more running around, missed meetings, or jive excuses. And when-
ever someone adds to a file, you can track the updates on the Web.
Plus X:Drive gives you 25 megs of space free (thafs about the
same as the 17 virus-infecte- d floppies you won't have to schlep
around anymore.) Which means you'll have plenty of room to stash
all your personal stuff. MP3s, video, groovy pics. The works. (Relax
Private files are password-protecte- d, even if you're mooching off
your roommate's computer.)
Wanna get the most out of your group? Wanna get the best
grade? Get www.xdrive.com. It's the best freebie on the Web.
VOIII FREE INTERNET HMO
two big race successes must be due
to the secret Papa John's recipe. We
ordered another pizza the night be-
fore the meet, and it seemed to
work once again. He's even so su-
perstitious that he would not share
one darn slice of that large pizza.
I'm going to have to put in a bud-
get increase in cross-count- ry to pay
for his pizza bill next year!"
Remaly, too, looks forward to
the 2000 season and the chance to
compete at Nationals again. "Hope-
fully, my team will be running there
with me next year and for years to
come," he concluded.
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NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
Sunday -- Open 12:00-7:0- 0 p.m.
Monday - Monday Night Football
Special Prices
Tuesday Tijuana Toss
Wednesday - Open Mic Night
Thursday - Karaoke
Friday - Comedy Caravan Night
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Saturday - Live Entertainment
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OFF THE
BCS works barely
Virginia Tech to meet Florida State in
title game at New Orleans Sugar Bowl
JEREMY SUHR
Senior Staff Columnist
A couple of weeks ago, I dis-
cussed the Bowl Championship
Series (BCS) rankings for col-
lege football and concluded that
the rankings were better de-
scribed by dropping the 'C
from its title. But now, from the
vantage point of the completed
season, I must admit that col-
lege football's wacky conglom-
eration of polls, computer rat-
ings and mathematical compu-
tations for strength of schedule
seems to have done its job.
However, there's still room for
improvement.
Heading into the season's
final few games, it looked as
though the once beaten
Cornhuskers of Nebraska might
leapfrog the undefeated Vir-
ginia Tech and land a spot in the
Sugar Bowl against undefeated
Florida State for the national
title. Despite my better instincts
and sense of fair play, as a life-
long Nebraska native I found
myself crunching all the BCS
computer numbers and desper-
ately hoping to see one of the
several scenarios whereby the
Nebraska leap to No. 2 would
come to pass.
But Boston College, like
most every team on Virginia
Tech's schedule, proved a push-
over, and the Tech finished un-
beaten, while on that same day,
Nebraska squandered a 27-- 3
lead over Colorado with nine
minutes left in the fourth quar-
ter and barely scraped through
with a 33-3- 0 overtime win. And
when Nebraska demolished
Texas 22-- 6 in the Big 12 con-
ference championship a week
later, their spot in the Sugar
Bowl was already out of reach.
So my hopes of a Nebraska
berth in the Sugar Bowl and
BCS incompetence were
dashed. And somehow, buried
in the deep, dark recesses of my
conscience, I know that's the
way things should be. Even
though their schedule was quite
weak, Virginia Tech still won
every game they played this
season, and a team ought to be
rewarded for a feat like that
with a place in the national title
game (unless of course you're
the one other Division A unde-
feated team, Marshall, and you
played against weaker opposi-
tion than some high school
teams).
But then again, Nebraska
lost just a single game, and they
had a chance at a rematch against
Texas, the team that beat them,
in an absolutely crushing defeat.
In their 22-- 6 win, Nebraska, al
HILL
lowed Texas just nine yards rush-
ing on 29 carries. What's more,
back in October they only lost to
Texas by a paltry 24-2- 0 margin,
and really ought to have handily
won that game, having lost two
fumbles at the Texas goal line and
outgained them 429-27- 5.
So, arguably, Nebraska
looks like they're a team pretty
deserving of a shot at the na-
tional title too. Because of
that and also because of the fact
that Florida State will likely squash
Tech like an annoying mosquito
college football ought to develop
a nice little four team playoff to
settle things once and for all. Ev-
ery year, there are at least three or
four teams that look like they
might be the best team in the coun-
try on any given Saturday, but only
two are given the chance to prove
it. A simple four team playoff
wouldn't require doing away with
any of the other bowl games,
and it wouldn't even extend
the season any more than a
single week and that's just
for the two teams that ad-
vance to the final. But it
would allow for a better and
broader group of teams to
battle it out for the national
championship.
As things are now, Florida
State will probably fail to break
a sweat in stomping Virginia
Tech, while Nebraska will
probably trash Tennessee as
they did two years ago in the
Orange Bowl 42-1- 7, and
Florida State will walk away as
champs. That's a recipe for a
couple of boring, one-side- d
football games. Just think how
much more interesting a play-
off scenario using the top four
BCS teams would have been:
No. 1 Florida State squaring off
against No. 4 Alabama before
meeting the winner of the No. 2
Virginia Tech and No. 3 Ne-
braska contest. Maybe it's
just me, but that line-u- p looks
awfully entertaining.
Then again, as my luck
with the BCS has been going,
Virginia Tech will probably
come out and stun Florida State
and Tennessee will exact their
revenge on Nebraska. But some-
how, I doubt it. And even if they
do, there still ought to be a small
four team playoff simply on the
principle that out of the dozens
of college football programs out
there, it's awfully tough for any
system no matter how many
formulas and nifty devices it
uses to correctly pick the best
two teams in the country. So
that's why there ought to be four
teams, and the matter ought to be
settled among them on the field,
which, after all, is the best system.
SPORTS
Ice hockey drubs Wittenberg
BY RYAN DEPEW
Senior Staff Writer
Were it not for a foggy New-
ark Municipal Ice Rink Saturday
night, Kenyon's ice hockey team
might have wrapped up their sec-
ond win in as many nights. Instead,
the wear and tear of two grueling
games in a row showed, and the
Lords allowed Case Western Re-
serve University to erase a two goal
deficit and defeat Kenyon 6-- 4.
Friday night's rematch with
Wittenberg was a different story.
Last month, the Lords pulled out a
4--3 overtime win. This past week,
they came back with a vengeance
and claimed the victory over the
Tigers 10-- 6 in a game that was de-
cided long before time ran out.
The scoring started just two
minutes into the game when Patrick
Cross '02 flew down the length of
the ice and scored for the second
time this season. Moments later, he
darted around the Tiger defense and
went top shelf to give Kenyon a
quick 2-- 0 lead.
Before one could say "en
fuego" Cross made it a natural hat
trick (three goals in a row by the
same player). He would add a short-hand- ed
goal late in the second pe-
riod to wind up with a four goal per-
formance.
First period fireworks contin-
ued with Jeremy Karlin '02, who
notched the first of his two goals on
the night. Showing why he is one
of the most complete players on the
team, Karlin sped into the offensive
zone with the puck, shouldered a
defender out of the way, and fi-
nessed his way around the goalie to
increase Kenyon's lead.
Fitting in well with Kenyon's
team this year is first line right
winger Rachel Johnson '03. She
continued her superb play and again
took advantage of a rebound in front
of the net to chip in her second goal
of the year.
"Ever since the Case game up
in Cleveland I've felt 100 percent
more comfortable with the guys on
this team," says Johnson. "I'll see
them around campus and we always
say hello. I'm really enjoying it."
Making his second start of the
year, Blaire Modic '02 once again
... i.i
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Patrick Cross '02 faces off against Wittenberg.
'Our depth comes not from the amount of players,
but from the fact that they are gaining confidence
every game.'
Tom Evans '03
demonstrated that he is an integral
part of this team's success. Setting
up scoring chances with accurate
passes and deft puck handling,
Modic is always a threat on the ice.
In Friday's game he scored three
times, including a power play goal.
Saturday's game with CWRU
was markedly different from the
first meeting between these two
teams last month in Cleveland. This
time it was the Lords who came out
fast and built up a 2-- 0 lead after the
first period.
Making his debut in a black
Kenyon jersey, Read McNamara '01
scored at the 8:26 mark of a first pe-
riod that saw Kenyon's offense come
out red hot. Adding to their new found
confidence wasgoalieTom Evans '03
who played brilliantly between the
pipes. Time and time again, CWRU
managed to get odd man rushes, and
time and time again, Evans was there
to slam the door.
"I've never seen a collegiate
club hockey goalie play so well,"
said defenseman Brent Shank '01.
"He kept us in it the whole game."
Kenyon's level of play has
made an about face in the last two
games. Evans attributes it to confi-
dence:
"Our depth comes not from the
amount of players, but from the fact
that they are gaining confidence
every game. Look at our Case se-
ries. Yeah, we lost to them twice,
but to go from a 10-- 2 spanking the
first game where they scored four
goals in the first period to holding a
strong 3-- 1 lead over them for two
periods, and ultimately only losing
by two while scoring four goals
against them is a tremendous turn-
around for us."
The second period was more of
the same as Evans put up a brick
wall in front of the net and the of-
fense kept charging. Late in the pe-
riod, clinging to a 2-- 1 lead, Curt Reis
'02 one-time- d it in off of a pass from
Tyler Ogden '03 on a three-on-o- ne
V
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odd man rush.
The third and final stanza
brought with it some Kenyon mis-
fortune. The freshly surfaced ice
gave the faster CWRU team an ad-
vantage, and they came out hitting.
The style of play was much more
intense than in the first two periods,
and fog even started to develop at
each end of the ice.
"I wasn't sure if the fog was
real or if it was the effects of get-
ting hit in the head with a cross
check," remarked Shank.
CWRU left Kenyon in a fog as
they scored five goals in the third
period compared to just one for
Kenyon. With five minutes left,
McNamara notched his second of
the night to tie it at four apiece. But
the momentum never shifted and
CWRU left with a 6-- 4 win.
"We played a solid two peri-
ods and fell apart in the third," said
Karlin. "Pinching up on defense cost
us three goals. This was the back
breaker as their floaters broke in
uncontested and scored easily, shift-
ing the momentum in their favor. We
need to play smarter hockey or frus-
trating losses will continue. Our
team is a lot better than our 2-- 2
record indicates."
This Friday, Kenyon will take
on the Big Red of Denison at 9 p.m.
in Newark. Kenyon has never
beaten Denison, but the games have
always been fan favorites. Last
year's attendance figures for the first
KenyonDenison game broke the
all-ti- me record for attendance at a
hockey game at the Newark Munici-
pal Ice Rink. That record was bro-
ken again the next time the two
teams met last February.
Kenyon's best shot to beat
Denison may be this year, as the
Big Red have yet to play their first
game. Other teams in the area
refuse to schedule them due to
their belligerent style of play.
Friday's game ought to be a whale
of a ride.
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The Season in Pictures: Fall Sports, 1999
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Anthony Togliatti '00 roars up the field. Sasha Lourie
Men's Squad
1st TeamAll-NCA- C, National Qualifier
Greg Remaly '03
1st Team All-NCA- C Ben Hildebrand '03
2nd Team All-NCA- C Carv Snyder '02
2nd Team All-NCA- C Vince Evener '01
Honorable Mention All-NCA- C Matt
Cabrera '03
Women's Squad
1st TeamAll-NCA- C, National Qualifier
Gelsey Lynn '00
1st TeamAll-NCA- C. National Qualifier
Laura Shults '00
2nd Team All-NCA- C Molly Sharp '01
1st Team All-NCA- C Kulu Moya '02
Honorable Mention All-NCA- C Eric
Hakeman '00
2nd Team All-NCA- C Louise Eddleston
'01
Honorable Mention All-NCA- C Jessie
Fertig '03
Honorable Mention All-NCA- C Kari
Vandenburg '03
2nd Team All-NCA- C. 2nd Team GTE
CoSida Academic All-Americ- an Erin
Wimmers '00
1st Team All-NCA- C. 1st Team Academic ( jjftaj j j j j'f
'
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All-Distri-
ct Anthony Togliatti '00 ' 11 " '
Honorable Mention All-NCA- C. 2nd Team NCAC Defensive Player of the Year. 2nd
Academic All-Distri- ct Andrew Malone Team All-NCA- C Erika Prahl '00
'01 2nd Team All-NCA- C Whitney Riepe '03
Honorable Mention. All-NCA- C Ian Honorable Mention All-NCA- C Samara
Nickey'00 . Estroff'01
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A Lady soars for a block against Allegheny.
Sasha Lourie
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Cary Snyder '02 tears through the home course.
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A Lady passes the ball up the field against Case Western.
Mary Hill '02 dribbles the ball upfield this season.
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Basketball teams enjoy early season success
Ladies earn big win
over Ohio Wesleyan,
Defeat Allegheny
BY KEITH PETERSON
Senior StaffWriter
The Kenyon College Ladies
basketball team disposed of pre-
viously undefeated Ohio Wesleyan
University last night by the score
of 66-5- 5. OWU had been picked
to finish first in the North Coast
Athletic Conference. Saturday, the
Ladies defeated conference foe
Allegheny College by a score of
53-4- 1. Stephany Dunmyer '00 led
all scorers with 12 points. Cori
Arnold '03 led the team in re-
bounding with five and added 10
points.
The Ladies' chances looked
dim as they found themselves
down 11-- 4 midway through the
first half. The odds began to shift
after an Allegheny turnover was
"converted into three points by an
Arnold pass to Dunmyer. Arnold
then followed up her third steal of
the night with a jump shot to bring
the Ladies within two.
The last two minutes of the
half began with a steal by Beth Lye
'03. Arnold made her third jumper
of the night to again close the gap.
The Allegheny offense was then
stifled as Dunmyer stole the ball
and prevented an Allegheny score.
A pair of free throws by Arnold
tied the game at 16 apiece. The
Ladies comeback was completed
by a JadaTwedt '01 three-pointe- r,
assisted by Lye.
Dunmyer said, "We just
played great team defense. We
were communicating well and we
"were always ready to help out our
teammates on defense. Even
though we didn't shoot particularly
well, a lot of different people made
Cross country produces solid national meet
Remaly places 82nd in sizzling race
BY MELISSA HURLEY
Senior StaffWriter
On the first Saturday of
Thanksgiving break, while most
Kenyon students traveled home to
their families, Lord cross country
superstar Greg Remaly '03 com-
peted at the NCAA Division III
national meet hosted by the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Oshkos- h.
Racing amongst the 214 fastest
college runners in the country,
Remaly finished in an impressive
82nd place.
After jogging the course and
accepting lots of "awesome free
stuff from the NCAA sponsors on
Friday, Remaly attended a special
athletes' banquet in his hotel's ball-
room and listened to inspirational
guest speaker Lynn Jennings. In
final preparation, Remaly returned
to his room and watched "The
Stephany Dunmyer '00 prepares to pass
plays and shots when we needed
them. It was a great team effort."
The Ladies never relinquished
the lead in the second half as they
cruised to victory. The game was
broken open midway through the "
second half by Becky Comely '02
as she connected on a jumper, an
unassisted three-point- er and
picked up her third steal of the
match. Lye later made a pair of
free throws to push the Ladies' lead
up to 40-3- 0.
Later in the game on the de-
fensive side of the court, Arnold
grabbed another rebound and
scored two points off an assist by
Phantom Menace" and ordered his
secret weapon, one large Papa
John's pizza.
The following morning,
Remaly described his mental state
as "very psyched." He was espe-
cially pleased to see that some of
his teammates and supporters had
made the trek to Wisconsin to
watch him compete.
Describing the first 800
meters as a "very fast sprint,"
Remaly said that his arms became
numb. The runners remained in a
tight pack for the first mile, one
that Remaly ran in 4:40. His two
mile split was 9:38, a pace Remaly
termed "unreal it just didn't let
up." A turning point in the race
occurred just after this second
mile. "I passed my nemesis Brock
Babcock from Denison and
never looked back," Remaly said.
see NATIONALS page 13
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Eddy Eckart
against Ohio Wesleyan last night.
Comely. Less than a minute later,
an assist by Twedt allowed Arnold
to score again. The Ladies' lead
was then pushed to 13 by Twedt's
second three-point- er of the night,
assisted by Dunmyer. Afree throw
with three seconds left in the game
by Lauren Camp '03 made the fi-
nal score 53-4- 1.
Eileen Wittman '03 said of the
victory, "The game against Allegh-
eny on Saturday was a tremendous
team effort. Everyone played ex-
tremely well, but more importantly
we all played well together. There
was always someone ready to step
see LADIES page 13
Lynn, Shults deliver
BY VINCE EVENER
StaffWriter
Two of the finest Kenyon
women runners ever to compete
wrapped up their cross country
careers, as well as their dominat-
ing 1999 season, Nov. 20 at the
NCAA Division. Ill national
meet hosted by the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkos- h
Gelsey Lynn '00 ran the race
of her life, crossing the line in
39th place with an incredible
time of 17:43. She missed be-
ing named an Ail-Americ- an by
only three places. Fellow senior
Laura Shults ran well the entire
race and was on pace for a top-2- 5
finish, but dropped out with
only 500 meters to go due to
asthma difficulties.
In all, 213 individuals the
fastest runners from the best
Lords drub Lake Erie, fall to Allegheny
BY JEREMY SUHR
Senior StaffWriter
While most Kenyon students
were headed homeward for
Thanksgiving break, the Kenyon
Lords basketball team opened its
99-0- 0 season on the road in
Gettysburg, Pa. at the Days Inn
Tip-O- ff Tournament Nov. 19 and
20. The Lords, unfortunately, had
little to be thankful for as they lost
both of their games in the tourna-
ment, falling 88-7- 6 to a tough, well
regarded Virginia Wesleyan team
Dec. 19 and dropping a 82-7- 0 con-
test against Hiram College Dec. 20.
Nathan Aldinger '01 led the Lords
with 25 points against Virginia
Wesleyan while captain David
Houston '00 led the team with 15
points against Hiram.
Just two days after Thanksgiv-
ing, however, the Lords enjoyed
better fortune at the Carnegie-Mello- n
University tournament,
where they dispatched the hosts
94-8- 5, with Chad Plotke '02 lead-
ing the scoring with 32 points, but
lost the tournament finals to
Marietta College 89-7- 1. As coach
Jamie Harless said, "We have
played well at times but have been
inconsistent."
The Lords then played their
home opener in Gambier last
Wednesday against Lake Erie Col-
lege, winning handily, 86-6- 8. The
Lords drew a good-size- d crowd of
over 500 spectators, and they were
not disappointed. After close play
in the early going, Kenyon began
to pull ahead midway through the
first half. Mike Payne '03 provided
six straight points, converting two
three-poi- nt plays, which were fol-
lowed by a three-poi- nt basket from
Plotke and put the Lords out to a
26-2- 0 lead. The next trip down the
court saw Plotke do the same.
stellar performances
teams in the country competed
in the championships. The field
was formidable, but the two se-
nior Ladies "held their own" ac-
cording to head coach Duane
Gomez.
The race was fast and furi-
ous from the beginning, both La-
dies tearing from the line and
placing themselves among the
top 30. At the two mile marker,
both were under a time of 11:20.
Said Gomez, "It was the fastest
either one has ever gone out in a
cross country race."
Over the final mile, Lynn
fought hard to hold on to her po-
sition. It should be noted that in
the entire field, virtually no one
(and certainly no one in the
toplOO) was separated from the
person directly ahead or behind
by more than one or two sec-
onds. There was no room to let
Then, on the ensuing inbound pass
from Lake Erie, Plotke made an ac-
robatic steal and passed to Porter
for the easy lay-u- p, and in the span
of seconds, the Lords had extended
their lead to 36-2- 6.
The teams entered the locker
room at half time with Kenyon on
top 44-3- 0, and Kenyon continued
to dominate after the break. Down
the stretch, the Lords pushed their
margin all the way up to 80-5- 0, but
a late rajly by Lake Erie made the
86-6- 8 scoreline look closer than
the game really was. As Porter said,
"Our home game against Lake Erie
went well. We were excited about
people coming down to watch us
play," and it showed in the team's
performance.
After their easy victory
against Lake Erie, however, the
Lords dropped their next two con-
tests, 82-6- 8 against Allegheny
College Saturday and 92-7- 2
against Washington and
Jefferson College Monday. Sum-
marizing the team's situation,
Plotke said "We are 2-- 5 and have
lost some games where we
played really poorly. ..We have
played well in spurts. ..but not
over an entire game. ..One of our
keys is getting everyone to re-
bound and generally when we all
help out rebounding we play bet-
ter and win." Harless added, "I
think we are doing a good job on
the offensive end of the floor but
our defense and rebounding have
not been good enough to win
against the better teams."
Up next on the schedule, the
Lords play Bethany College to-
night at 7:30 p.m. at the Tomsich
arena. As Plotke predicted, "I
think that it could be a break-ou- t
game for us and hopefully we'll
give the fans something to cheer
about."
at national meet
up, and Lynn never did. Her fin-
ishing time was the second fast-
est ever in the long and proud
history of Kenyon Ladies' cross
country.
Although Shults' season
did not culminate as she would
have hoped, it was, nonethe-
less, a tremendous success.
She was, let us not forget, the
NCAC champion.
In fact, both Shults and
Lynn had senior years which
will doubtless go down in
Kenyon lore. As Gomez
stated, " All in all, it has been
an extraordinary season for the
two actually more of a dream
season. Their 1-- 2 punch de-
stroyed the competition
throughout the entire year and
just impressed everyone. Their
efforts on and off the field will
be greatly missed."
